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Lawmaker
supports
homicide
offense
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A
state legislator has drafted legislation for the 2000 General
Assembly that would make it
a homicide for causing the
death of an unborn child by
harming its mother.
it
to be considered
a capital offense if a baby is
killed before they're born," said
Sen. Elizabeth Tori, R-Radcliff.
"If the , pregnant woman is
harmed, then the criminal is
just as guilty of harming one
as two."
Similar legislation was debated by lawmakers in 1998 but
failed to pass.
Tori's proposal for next year
was discussed Saturday by the
Kentucky Right to Life Association during its annual state
convention.
During a public policy forum,
state Rep. Joe Fischer said
the state - also needs laws to
protect the jobs of pharmacists
and other health professionals
who object to assisting in abortion procedures.
Current Kentucky law protects physicians only, he said.
Fischer said the changes are
needed because of developments such as emergency contraceptives and the abortion pill.
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Project wants to 'impact' area
plus quakes with magnitudes of
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
7.8 and 8.0 within the following
Staff Writer
On Dec. 16, 1811, an earth- two months, could reproduce that
quake with an estimated magni- destruction at any time.
tucre-of 8.-1 -struck the central Mis-- --In.aa-effoxt-ta preparc..1.braegism_,
sissippi River Valley in a region for when the next big quake hapnow known as the New Madrid pens, the Commonwealth of KenSeismic Zone, ringing church bells tucky, the Central United States
as far away as Boston and form- Earthquake Consortium and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Diviing Reelfoot Lake.
The bad news is the New Madrid sion of Emergency Management
Fault that produced that quake, have formed "Project Impact."

The project's formation is par- tive Larry Elkins, Calloway Counticularly timely, considering the ty Office of Emergency Managerecent quake in Turkey and the ment Director Jeff Steen and Mur7.0 quake that hit California Oct. ray insurance agent Randy.Walk-er attended the meeting on behalf
16
,
Project Impact held its first meet- of Calloway County.
ings Oct. 12-13 at J.R.'s Execu"Every one of the agencies in
tive Inn in Paducah. Topics rang- the meeting let me know that it's
ing from building codes to earth- not 'if' this earthquake is going
quake insurance coverage were to happen, it's 'when' it is going
covered during the two days.
to happen," Walker said.
Calloway County Judge-ExecuAccording to a report by Applied

HOMECOMING LINEUP...Murray State University Racer quarterback Justin Fuente (2)
throws a pass over an Eastern Illinois defender during the Racers' Homecoming victory Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. For mPre sports coverage, see Page 12A.
•

•
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DNA -testing gains popularity

WASHINGTON (AP)- MurLEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-FirttwO people, other than identical' DNA evidence in- criminal trials,
der and robbery rates dropped
gerprints were the hot crime-fight- twins, share the exact same DNA. allowing it to be used without the
to the lowest levels in three
Until now, Kentucky has used long, complex hearings that preing tool at the last turn of the
decades in 1998 as serious
testing relatively sparingly viously were required.
DNA
century.
reported crimes declined for
-State Rep. Steven Riggs, DAs the millennium approaches, in its court system. But it appears
the seventh straight year, but
Louisville,
has said he will champandhop
on
the
genetic
the
point
ready
to
science has advanced tbofficials and experts warn
-pie* legislation'--requiring pcepie
---whette-archbrItlernawiravirltrrnett-wagam--against complacency.
The overall violent crime rate
-On Sept. 29,Kentucky became convicted of homicide, assault and
to the unique genetic material found
- 566 murders, rapes, robin the cells of all living organ- the 18th state to join the FBI's possibly burglary to give DNA
beries and assaults per 100,000
Combined DNA Index System, a samples to the Kentucky State
isms to get their bad guys.
residents - dropped to its lowDeoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA, national databank cataloging more Police.
est level since 556 in 1985,
-Riggs-introduced- 1992-4aw
is detectable in body fluids, hair than gal:grir.rrriJo es taken from
just before an epidemic of crack
requiring
felony sex offenders to
and skin and holds the genetic crime scenes and criminals that
cocaine emerged to send it soarsamples. Seven years
give
DNA
material that determines whether local police can compare to DNA
ing.
later,
state
police have collected
obtain.
or
has
they
tall
or
short
a person is
The report also showed the
-The Kentucky Supreme Court
use of guns in homicides and
blue or brown eyes. Just .as no
robberies is decreasing, and one
two people are exactly alike, no ruled on June 17 that it will allow M See Page 2
of the most terrifying crimes
that rose with the crack epidemic - murder by a stranger
- dropped below half of all
•
•
slayings for only the second
time during the 1990s.
President Clinton and others warned against complacency, however.
"This is good news for America's families, and it shows we
can indeed turn the tide on
crime," Clinton said in a statement. But, he added, "even as
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Don't
crime falls, we must not let
take
this year's guberntorial race
down our guard. That is why
for granted, or the result could
we must redouble our efforts
be disastrous for Kentucky, Gov.
to build on what works ..."
Paul Patton said this morning at
Attorney General Janet Reno
said that as a Florida prosea campaign stop in his home councutor, she saw constituents lose
ty.,
interest in crime issues after
---"In-this particular case if we
rates fell for several years. "If
don't win the state is in big trouwe continue our efforts, we can
ble," Patton said.
have a substantial impact on
Patton said he's not assuming
violence and make it permahe's going to win.
nent," she said.
"We have an opponent, and any
time that you have an opponent,
%eV E /NAV l- U IIE=
you might not get the most votes,"
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
Patton said. "We are not taking
35 to 40. Light north wind.
this race for granted."
cloudy
Tuesday. .Mostly
Patton said Pike County was
High around 60,
the 70th county he's visited in
the last three weeks, and he plans
to visit the remaining counties by
I N.J a 3, Iiix.
Election Day.
created by Calloway County resiPatton said neither of his oppo- By SCOTT NANNEY
Two Sections — 16 Pages
dent and Union Planters Batik
•
Staff
Writer
goverto
be
nents are qualified
28-4B
Classifieds
1998,
employee Sandy Michael.
Feb.
in
On
a
night
rainy
104
nor.
Comics
104
October is Brain Injury AwareCrossword
"Normally a campaign is Stacey Albright lost a part of her
10A
Dear Abby
between • two slates of people and life she may never regain - unless ness Month.
54
Deaths
the argument is over who is the --- -she- receives- the proper-care,-------- —With-the proper_financial
9A
Farm
most qualified," Patton said."Folks,
Since a tragic car accident left tance, Stacey could make the
4A
Forum
49
in this case, there just isn't any- her daughter with a life-altering appointment that could change her
Horoscope
11A, 12A
Sports
body else on the ballot that's in brain injury, Karen Albright has future - a Nov. 22 meeting with
64, 7A
Today
any sense of the word qualified been seeking that help.
a doctor from UCLA in Los AngeAnd that assistance may have les, Calif.
• See Page 2
"I sent all of Stacey's medical
arrived in the form of a trust fund,

Patton
visits
eastern
Kentucky

Ft
,

•

▪ See Page 2

Burley shows
result of
long drought

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Crime
continues
to decline-

Insurance Research (AIR) presented to the Central United States
Earthquake Consortium Oct. 12,
the most likely -conscosus" view
of a return period for an 18111812 type event is 1,000 years.
The report also stated, though,
that more moderate magnitude 6.0
or 7.0 events can happen more
frequently.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) McKinney said the yellow color
Good tobacco curing weather usu- and the taste characteristics that
ally consists of alternating wet and go with it will make the tobacco
dry spells and makes burley grown hard to sell to the tobacco comin Kentucky some of the best in panies.
the world.
"Buyers have a problem with
This year, however, the intense high-colored tobacco," McKioney
drought eliminated the normal said.
moisture cycles and the tobacco sufTom Norvell, a senior vice presfered.
ident with Universal Leaf TobacThe uneven curing weather has co Co. in Richmond, Va., acknowlleft farmers with a lot of yellow, edged that those within his comor "high-colored," tobacco hang- pany are concerned there may be
ing in barns across the eight-state a problem.
burley belt. It could cost farmers
"Historically we've found quick$50 million.
cured, brightly colored leaf unat"First it was drought stricken," tractive," Norvell said. Universal
said Danny McKinney, who heads buys tobacco at the co-op's sales.
the Burley Tobacco Growers Coop- processes it, and sells it to cigaerative Association in Lexington. rette manufacturers.
Then it came from the fields
He said it's too soon to speclighter-colored and often lighter in ulate how much tobacco might
body than usual.
have quality problems, and the
"That's what we took to the companies will just have to wait
ham.l_he said. "Then instead_ of_ untilc leaf 'eddies imukct.
moistening and drying out, it just
Burley markets are scheduled
dried out."
to open the Thanksgiving week
McKinney estimates that a crop and usually. operate until the end
expected to come in at nearly 530
of February.
million pounds most likely will
University of Kentucky agronhave about 100 million pounds of
omy professor Bob Miller said
the high-colored leaf.
1999 is a bad year to have a crop
"I hope there's no more than
---the.4obacce44mypanice-do-not.like,
thif," said triiiiraity ofrentucly
First, fanersaIready are- reelagronomy professor Bob' Miller.
ing
from e biggest quota cut in
"It's definitely a very' widespread
history,
announced in February.
problem."
Tobacco companies can import The cut signaled the cigarette comburley from places like Brazil and panies' belief that last year's tobacZimbabwe for half the price of co settlement, and the increased regAmerican leaf. But curing condi- ulation that goes with it, will make
tions in those countries do not a big dent in the amount of tobacproduce the quality and taste found
M See Page 2
in tobacco from the burley belt.
BERNARD KANE
Ledger & Times photo

MSU
ROYALTY...
Heather Howell of
Benton, center.
was crowned
1999 Homecoming
Queen Saturday
by 1998 queen
Alison Hill, second left. Also pictured are members of the court,
from left, Elana
Kornegay, Schanda Banister, Jennifer McKendree
and Bekah Reddick.

Albright seeks advanced therapy
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records to UCLA, and the doctor could get here."
Stacey's tragedy occurred on
there seemed very interested in
the night of Feb. 26. 1998, durher case," Albright said.
"The doctor said most statis- ing a one-car accident involving
tics will tell you that a (brain her and a sister - Melanie.
"They were just going down
in_jurytRtient's recovery will stop,
---rogid to a friend's hotise,""Karen
in one year. But that's not true
... it can continue for 10 years," explained. "It had been raining
that day ... They were going down
she continued.
"He (the doctor) said they can the road at 40 miles an hour, and
provide Stacey with a more
advanced form of therapy than she •See Page 2
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New head of UK board wants team effort
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Appointed to the University of
Kentucky's board of trustees in
1995, Owensboro businessman
Billy Joe Miles found himself
quickly disenchanted with his pres•
tigious position.
Miles felt that he and many of
his fellow trustees were not expected to actually make decisions or
run committees. They were simply there to serve as rubber stamps
for decisions already made by the
chairman.
He and the others, Miles recalled.
never "really had a part in the board.
And when they came to the board
meetings. all the decisions had
'
been made."
That is going to change, Mils
promises. now that he has been
elected chairman of the trustees.

Miles is eager to downplay his
role and the roles of the board's
other new officers, Vice Chairman
Steven S. Reed and Secretary Dan
Reedy. Miles, who succeeded former Gov. Edward T."Ned" Breathitt
Jr. as chairman, has vowed that
the 20-member board will be a
democracy under his leadership.
Already, he has instructed board
members to pick an area of the
university and become its informal delegate. The details haven't
been entirely worked out yet, but,
as an example, Reed, a graduate
of UK's School of Law, will attend
that all of the law school's functions and generally keep informed
about what's happening there,
—"In the past,' the board hasn't
interfered at all with the different
departments in the university,"

expect in a great university," he versity with an agronomy degree
in 1962.
said.
Miles and four other people startIt's crucial to the commonwealth
that UK not only provide its res- ed sponsoring tractor pulls at local
idents with a great education but fairgrounds in the 1960s. In 1979,
also that more of its graduates they formed a successful sports martake jobs and raise families in keting and promotion company
Kentucky, Miles said:
called TNT Motorsports, which they
Primarily an agribusiness owner, sold to Madison Square Garden
Miles runs several companies under Enterprises in 1990.
his umbrella organization, Miles
"Anyone can have a great board
Enterprises. They include Miles on paper," said Reed, 38, an assisFarm Supply Inc., Miles Farms tant U.S. attorney nominated by
Inc., Miles L.P. Gas Inc. and Agri- Gov. Paul Patton to become the
Trucking Inc.
top federal prosecutor for the WestHis father, William S. Miles, ern District of Kentucky. "Billy
founded Miles Farm Supply in Joe will make this board a great
1960 and started selling seed corn board in action."
from a one-room building on his
"I think it's about to be a very
22 -acre faiTn. Billy Joe Miles rewarding time for the University
joined the operation after gradu- of Kentucky and for the citizenating from Western Kentucky Uni- ry of Kentucky," Reed said.

Miles said last week."That has been two years, through 2003. Faculty
a philosophy of the president, that cried foul, citing a lack of public
the president would run the col- input and the fact that the deal
lege because he feared that the would keep Wethington on as presboard would micromanage."
ident past the school's executive
Miles, 59, was appointed to the retirement age of 65.
Miles, Reed and Reedy were
UK board by then-Gov. Brereton
Jones in 1995. Miles, Reed and among the trustees who later voted
Reedy were elected officers by an to rescind the extension. The board
eventually agreed to a compro11-9 vote on Sept. 21.
Despite the vote split nearly mise that will keep Wethington on
down the middle, Miles says now as a fund-raiser through 2003 after
all but three of the 20 board mem- a new president takes over in 2001.
Meanwhile Miles, who intends
bers have expressed their support
to
serve only one two-year term
declined
to
order.
He
new
the
for
as chairman, is annoyed by UK's
identify the dissidents.
One of the board's top priori- "America's next great university"
ties is finding a successor to Charles advertising campaign.
"We have to create that per'T. Wethington Jr., the university's
ception-throughout ire-World That
10th president.
Last spring, the board decided the University of Kentucky is at
to extend Wethington's contract by the very peak of what people

• Project ...

11 Therapy ...
Today. Stacey is in the comfort of her own home, but is confined to a wheelchair.
"She's improved so much over
they hit a patch of water and startthe last year," said Karen. "She's
ed to hydroplane.':
Melanie's injuries included a gone through therapy sessions and
broken -femur bone—in -cine-armr--has-gotten-,a-tot- stronger-Bin they'veand cuts and bruises to her face gone about as far as they can go
- which later required surgery.
here ... They don't have the equipStacey's injuries were much ment to go any further."
- - sr,. •
ontz-of
mote ,sovUe.
"She was knocked unconscious, Stacey's goals is to be able to
,
and her brain was hit from every walk again.
direction,- said Karen.
"She wants to walk so bad."
"They (Murray-Calloway Coun- Karen explained. "But she needs
ty Hospital) said that they were the proper medical care to help
going to transfer her to Lourdes her achieve that goal.
"She has Medicaid, but that
(in Paducah), but they didn't expect
her to live - even until they could will only pay for her medical
expenses in Kentucky and Tenget her there."
Stacey did survive the trip to nessee ... We really don't know
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
Paducah, but remained in a coma where to turn. But when it's your
HORSING AROUND...Murray State University cheerleader
child, you'll do anything to try
for the next six months.
Shawna Rushing shares a moment with Racer mascot Dun"She had a ruptured spleen and and help them."
ker Saturday during MSU's homecoming football game.
To make a donation to Stacey
a punctured lung, and her heart
quit beating once," Karen noted. Albright's trust fund,contact Sandy
"She came out of the coma, but Michael at Union Planters Bank
she was unable to do anything at in Murray, or stop by the local
branch at 101 S. Fourth St
that point."

From Page 1

•Patton ...
From Page 1

MI Burley ...
From Page 1
to they need.
Second. burley is in plentiful
supply on the world market, because
of good crops overseas, he said.
And third, tobacco companies
_

have a lot of off-color leaf that
they bought last year. Though they
don't like the yellow tobacco, Miller
said, the companies recognize a
need to support .the farmers, and
they Will try to buy at least some
of it.

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

to do this job."
Patton is running against Republican Peppy Martin, a free-lance
publicist, and Reform Party member Gatewood Galbraith, a lawyer.
Neither one has ever held a public office.
Patton said he understands that
ThiIiy people are up.Keraboinvorkers' compensation reforms passed
durtn-g his administration, but he
said the changes helped Pike County.
"I would say every coal miner
working in Pike County today —

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
SP'EEZPETAILL
Pick 3:
2-3-4
Pick 4:
0-8-7Cash 5:
15-22-24-25-32

Begins at 15:30 p.m.

PROGRESSIVE
$50000

p.

0
Pl
"

at least half of them — would
not be working if we hadn't done
something to reduce the cost of
workers' compensation," he said.
"What we've done is saved their
jobs, and when you save their
jobs, we've saved the businesses
that depend upon the money that
coal brings into Pike County."
Patton —promiceir--treitnote
industrial parks sprouting up across
eastern Kentucky, continue to
improve law enforcement, and
enhance the region's highway system.
He also said he will continue
to work to improve the state's
educational system.

From Page 1
Walker said the New Madrid
Seismic Zone has many factors
that will make any sort of earthquake different from most others.
"Most of the- time -when__Aix—
hear of an earthquake, it's usually confined to a very small area
because the plates that are shifting are ;mostly tock,"_Wilket said.
"The New Madrid Fault is a horse
of a different breed. If we have
an earthquake, it won't be necessarily confined to such a small
area."
Walker said experts predict the
next major quake produced by the
New Madrid Fault will impact
approximately two-thirds of the
United States.
The AIR report said the major
diffetence between the New Madrid
Fault and others is the "liquefaction" factor, which means that
instead of the Earth's plates sliding, loose saturated sands lose
strength as water pressure rises
and contact pressure drops.
According to news reports from
New Madrid, Mo., in 1811, mud,
water, sand and stone coal were
thrown up a distance of 30 yards
into the air.
-Since we have so much water
around us and underneath us, the
sound waves are going to increase,"
Walker said. "The reason for that

III DNA ...

From Page 1
single strand. The odds of two
humans having the same material
3,200 samples.
"It's going to be an invaluable at all 13 standard sites can be one
tool. Fingerprints made each of us in several million.
Since courts in the United States
extremely individualistic. DNA will
allowing DNA evidence a
do that even more so," said Sgt. started
.
-Mark-Barnar-cli -Lexington--polise-----der- ago, the public has accepte it as a powerful tool in detercampaign is expected to start(-in detective.
mining guilt.
the next few days that will include
Scientists at the Kentucky State
"What makes it so credible is
campaign ads on television•,and Police crime laboratory in Frankradio.
fort now analyze DNA samples that it doesn't discriminate. DNA
doesn't,care about your skin color
using 13 different stations of a
or your income, and it's just as
likely to clear people as it is to
convict them," said FBI spokesman
Paul Bresson in Washington, D.C.
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FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
A Special Health Service For Men
FRIDAY, OCT. 29

PROSTATE CANCER
• most common cancer in men.
• second leading cause ofcancer
death in men.
•• symptoms are usually present in
early stages.
• can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early!

Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide
screenings on Friday, Oct. 29, from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Call Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. or Friday 9 a.m to noon for your
appointment.

SATURDAY, NOV. 6
The free screening is a quick,
painless blood test and
examination.

H. S. Jackson M.D.

Dr. Steven Trevathan will
provide screenings on Saturday, Nov. 6,
from 8 a.m. to noon. Call Monday
through Wednesday or Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. for your appointment.

flows

Steven Trevathan M.D.

$1.99
Window to the World
The internet is a great place to learn new things.
So for the fall season, Midwest Internet has a
special offer. For faster downloads,local access,
and a more reliable internet service provider,
SWTTCH TO MIDWEST INTERNET. Sign-up for six
months and your first month is only

$1.99 with no start-up fee.
'Current customers,sign-up a friend and
get one month ofristerrielleMee-frie.

ire

Trevathan Urology Clinic
Urology Associates
307 South 8th Street
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-7440
753-9240
MURRAY-CALUYWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
1-800-342-6224
1-800-599-9240

hi

1-1100.651-1599
Si 99 speool ends ,100
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is because of the soil and water
conditions under the Jackson Purchase area. Where the other earthquakes in California are sliding,
we may be dropping. '.Walker said the purpose of Pro- ject Impact is not to start an earthquake panic, but rather to provide
information to people in the region
preriarint-them itfl the event al'
major quake does happen.
'There will be a drop shipment
of literature that I will be dropping off in every senior citizens'
center in the Jackson Purchase
area," Walker said. "The reason I
thought the senior citizens needed it first is because a lot of times
those people are already afraid."
One of the major initiatives of
the project, according to Walker,
is to make people aware of the
importance of first aid training.
"When this thing goes, there
won't be any picking up 911," he
said. "The first on the scene will
be helping the people contained
in the buildings."
Walker said the project is in
the process of scheduling more
meetings and arranging speakers
for the counties in the region.
"It's not exactly right on top
of us, but we will be affected
greatly," he said. "The Calloway
County area could be subject to
a seven."

••••••••e"
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A OnsAioln coat Company

READER INFORMATION
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
1 month $6.5016 months $37.50
3 months $18.7511 year
$75.00

BY MAIL

1 YR. $88.00

Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton. Hardin,
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. By
mail to other destinations, pnce is $85.00
per year
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays, July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Chnstmas Day and
New Years Day Periodicals postage paid
at Murray, KY, POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to THE MURRAY
LEDGER AND TIMES, P.0 Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071-1040

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or 4.305 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-7001
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news onginat
ed by Murray Ledger & Times
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Child support vital for welfare recipients
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — "The Sixth Sense" has helped land
screenwriter- director M. Night Shyamalan a record seven-figure
deal, The Philadelphia Inquirer reported.
Shyamalan, 29, will get more than $4 million from Disney for
his screenplay "Unbreakable," an drama set in Philadelphia, according to the newspaper, which cited anonymous industry sources.
Disney officials did not confirm the deal.
The film is set to feature Bruce Willis and Samuel L. Jackson, the paper reported Saturday.
"It's overwhelming," said Shyamalan, who wrote the script and
directed -The Sixth Sense," the supernatural thriller that has earned
$245 million in North America.
"It's hard to deal with the ramifications. 'The Sixth Sense' just
came out 10 weeks ago, and it's changed my life. Going into it,
I didn't have a secure position. Now I ask for what 1 want, and
if it's humanly or physically possible, it happens."
The most previously paid for a screenplay was $4 million to
Shane Black for "The Long Kiss Goodnight," the paper said.

Faulkner teaches at high school
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) — Shannon Faulkner was berated
and ignored in her days at The Citadel. Now she has the undivided attention of her students at Carolina High School.
It's been a long road for the first-year English teacher, whose
court battle with The Citadel forced the South Carolina military
school to drop its all-male admissions policy in 1996.
Faulkner spent her only five days as a member of the Corps
of Cadets at The Citadel in virtual solitude. When she dropped
out, she was emotionally drained, the 24-year-old said in a recent
interview with The Greenville News.
It wasn't until enrolling at Anderson College several months
later that Faulkner found a home, she told the newspaper for a
story published Sunday.
"I started getting Shannon back," she said. "It took awhile for
me to be able to do whatever I wanted, to smile, be upbeat and
11.VPY."
,
Foulkner, who graduated with a degree in educatied in August.
was hired at Carolina High School days later.
Faulkner said she has no regrets about her decision to enroll
at The Citadel.
"I went into it knowing I may not get anything out of it. I
was doing it for the next woman," she said.

Artist unveils new work
NEW YORK (AP) - Artist Chris Ofili, whose controversial
work has prompted protests and earned the wrath of the mayor,
has unveiled five new works.
The "Afrobiotics" exhibit opened Saturday at the Gavin Brown
gallery. At the opening. Ofili had no comment about the "Sensations" exhibit at the Brooklyn Museum of Art, which includes his
painting "The Holy Virgin Mary."
The painting depicts a black Madonna decorated with elephant
dung.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has blasted it as "sick" and cut off
all city funding to the museum. The museum has sued to get the
funding back.
Ofili's new works include an abstract painting, and portrait-like
paintings of a man and a woman.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Alexandra May got off welfare
after getting her accounting degree
and getting a job as an assistant
internal auditor.
But like other former welfare
recipients, the Kentucky State University graduate needs child support to help keep off public assistance.
If the state hadn't help her collect child support, May wouldn't
be able to afford health insurance
for her 6-year-old daughter, or enroll
her in special activities like the
YMCA basketball program.
With tens of thousands of Kentuckians having left welfare rolls
under reform, child support is more
important than ever for low-income
families, - saki. ,Kathy Adams.. a
spokeswoman for Kentucky's child
support division.
But as welfare rolls drop and
demand rises for child support
enforcement services, Kentucky's
funding for those efforts is in jeopardy because of a shrinking pool
of federal money to finance the
program.
The state finances its child support enforcement through federal
incentives it gets for having a
cost-effective child support program, and from federal money
Kentucky gets for running its welfare program. This year, it is spend-

ing nearly $77 million on the
effort.
The division, which maintains
a database of all child support orders
in the state, can enforce and collect child support through such
things as freezing bank accounts,
establishing paternity, getting medical insurance for children along
with the child support, and putting liens on people's wages and
property. Those services are normally for people on welfare or
who have recently come off welfare but the agency will offer help
to anyone trying to collect child
support.
The division typically handles
about 285,000 child support cases
each year.
"ICs a critical thing , for families to be self-sufficient," Adams
said. "Our job is critical in ensuring he or she gets that monthly
check."
Because the federal money is
slowly disappearing, the program
will have to seek money from the
state's General Fund — in a year
'when Gov. Paul Patton and the
state's budget officials have predicted a tight budget.
Division director Steve Veno said
it's' too early to say how much
the division will request because
officials aren't certain how much
money it will lose because of declin
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They were injured about 6 p.m.
as Cherie Thompson was driving
west on Kentucky 272 and her car
dropped off the shoulder of the
road, overturned and hit a fence.
the release said.
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Family not pleased with auction plans
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The family of former Chicago White
Sox owner and baseball maverick Bill Veeck say they're appalled
at plans to auction off their patriarch's wooden leg next month.
"It's offensive to me," said his son, Mike Veeck, owner of the
minor league St. Paul Saints. "Our family would be fine with it
It would be tasteless, but at least
if the money was for charity.
it would be doing some good."
Organizers of the auction expect Bill Veeck's leg to bring as
much as $15,000 when it goes up for sale nexty month.
Brian Marren of Mastro Fine Sports Auctions of Oak Brook,
III., defended the auction, saying he thinks "Bill Veeck would get
a real kick out of it."

$2,150

Auto, A/C
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — Sammy Davis Jr.'s widow has sued a
hotel over a lounge show featuring impersonations of her late husband and other members of "The Rat Pack."
According to Altovise Davis' federal lawsuit, the Desert Inn
has wrongfully used her husband's name, identity and persona in
its advertising for "The Rat Pack Is. Back" show. --The lawsuit, filed Friday, comes more than a month after the
hotel was sued by Sheffield Enterprises, a licensing company
owned by Frank Sinatra's children.
Resort spokeswoman Caroline Coyle said the show will go on.
"The Desert Inn believes its actions in hosting 'The Rat Pack
Is Back' lounge show are completely lawful," she said.
The show features performers who impersonate Rat Pack members Dean Martin and Joey Bishop in addition to Davis and Sina. Sinatra died- in May -1998-, Maitm iti 1995, and Davis i
1990.
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County Hospital and released Sunday night, a hospital spokesman
said.

States like Kentucky are probably going to have to change the
way they do business, said David
Siegel, a spokesman for the federal agency.
"There is less money from welfare because there are fewer people on it and clearly that's great
news, but the changing caseloads
have been so dramatic and quick
that it's quickly impacting child support systems," he said.
Welfare rolls in Kentucky have
declined about 43 percent since
reform started — from 71,000 families in July 1996 to 40,500 families in June 1999.
But Veno said the division hasn't experienced any significant
funding cuts yet from federal government

x
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Murray woman,daughter
suffer injuries in wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray woman and her
daughter suffered neck injuries
when their car overturned near
Cadiz. a Kentucky State Police
press release said.
Cherie Thompson, 29, and Jordan Thompson, 8, address unknown, were treated at the Trigg

ing welfare roll., or how tough it
will be to get those incentive dollars.
The request will be part of the
budget proposal from the Cabinet
for Families and Children that goes
to the governor's Office of Policy and Management by Nov. IS.
said Bob Schmitt. a state budget
analyst.
Kentucky is one of only four
states that relies only on incentive dollars and welfare money to
run its child support program. The
other states are Illinois, Oklahoma
and Texas.
According to the federal office
of Child Support Enforcement, most
states supplement money from the
federal government with dedicated funds from state and county
governments. Until now, Kentucky
didn't need state money because
it was getting enough from the
federal government to sustain the
program.
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Shape of things to come
If the 2000 presidential campaign
watchwere a movie we'd npw
CAL'S THOUGHTS
ing the trailer.
_
From the Democratic perspective, it appears the campaign will
be run, as usual, on a strategy of
v..-, *
CAL THOMAS
dividing the country .aiong_ racial,
\
class and gender lines.
Syndicated Columnist
i
While he has talked about ending racism and uniting the coun- when certain people don't have as trol costs.
try. President Clinton continues to much money as other people, it
MSAs also encourage individexploit racial divisiveness with far is the fault of the other people.
uals ‘to take better care of themThat's why both_Vice President selves because part of their medmore subtlety, but almost as _effectively, as the segregationist's once Gore and former Sen. Mil Bradley ical expenses come from their own
have spending plans that would con- pockets.
did.
Al Gore can be expected to do Slime the entire projected $1 trilWomen, who have for so long
lion surplus for the next 10 years. been lied to about so many things,
the same.
Following the Senate's rejecThey claim such plans would especially abortion, will be told
tion of Judge Ronnie White to a capitalize on America's prosperi- by Democrats that only their party
U.S. District Court judgeship ty. In fact, it would stem Amen - can best serve women's interests.
because his record_on_c.rime _and_ca's prosperity, as spending by a
Has- it -ever • has- been m thethe death penalty was not to the majority Democrat Congress and best interest of women to kill their
liking of Republican senators, Clin- many state legislatures did in the unborn children?
ton claimed the Senate was engaged '80s, leading to a recession.
Don't believe what you're readHealth care
in extended delays, in considering
replacing , abor- ing about a "weak" Al Gore. He'll
tion and other social issues as the come back, and accompanying his
Latinos for judicial positions.,
The president made his charge center of both party campaigns.
campaign will be hysterical and
It is a truism that human nature apocalyptic diatribes against all
before the U.S. Hispanic Leadership Institute in Chicago. Hispan- demands more and more from _oth- things Republican.
ics and Latinos are a prime tar- ers and, if it can get it, will not
"Robert Bork's America" of
get of both parties *cause they settle for less.
"ba -alley abortions" will be nothIt takes discipline and leader- in compared to what Democrats
will soon replace --African-Americans as the largest minority,
ship to argue for doing things for cook up in 2000 when the Supreme
It matters not that the Senate oneself and calling on government Court and the House of Reprehas confirmed four Latinos, four only after individual initiative and sentatives will be up for grabs.
That's why Gore has hired •
women and an African-American right choices have failed.
If Texas Gov. George W. Bush Donna Brazile as his campaign
among the 19 Clinton nominees
is the GOP nominee, he must manager.
so far this year.
In 1988, while working for the
Nor does it matter that White "compassionately," but forcefully,
Mondale campaign, Brazile
Walter
government
less
the
that
explain
to
nominee
judicial
was the first
does, the more freedom each of spread a rumor that President
lit rejected in 12 years.
George Bush was having an affair.
Minorities have been taught by us has.
and she was forced to resign.
accounts
savings
Medical
liberalism that they are victims,
But scandal and bad judgment
governmentthan
rather
(MSAs),
Such
lives.
their
of
masters,
never
demagoguery still resonates in their sponsored and regulated care, are are not disqualifiers for Democthe ticket to competition and indi- rats.
respective communities,
We are seeing the shape of
In the class war, Democrats will vidual choice, which will simulto come.
things
conand
care
improve
taneously
that
idea
the
brandish
to
continue

Senate holds off civil war
WASHINGTON (AP)_— The
balance between North and South
was at risk and Henry Clay of
Kentucky, standing on the Senate
floor, waved in the air a piece of
George Washington's coffin.
The fragment had come to him
unexpectedly, as a gift. Clay said
its sudden appearance was an omen,
• "a warning voice, coming from
—the-•-gfave-ix)o- the -C-ongaess,- beware, tolmuse, to reflect ..."
There was ample reason for
reflection in Washington in the
winter, spring and steamy summer
of 1850, 11 years before what
some called "the irrepressible conflict" between slave states and free
states would lead to secession and
explode into civil war.
The recent victory of U.S. troops
in Mexico, and the vast new lands
that had fallen to the United States,
had brought the law of unintended consequences into full play.
America had believed the NorthSouth balance between free and
slave states settled with the Missouri Compromise of 1820.
But the Mexican War had threatened the balance, bringing in new
lands stretching from Texas to California. And the question was back
on the table: Should new territories enter the Union with slavery
or without?
The cockpit of debate was the
Senate chamber where a gilt eagle,
suspended over the presiding officer's dais, glared at senators in
their curving rows of mahogany
desks.
"All is now uproar, confusion,
menace to the existence of the
Union," Clay told them on Feb.
5.
In the long, nerve-grating debate,
lasting until September, a Southern senator aimed a pistol at a
blustering Northerner.
Daniel Webster, premier orator
of the day, was battered by waves
of abuse from Northern abolitionists angered by his bid to mollify the South.
And flinty South Carolinian John

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
C. Calhoun, gaunt, feeble and in with those who w ish to cut rn
the final-month-of-h-life,--would-----threet
not be moved.
his nearby boarding house on March
The Union cduld not be pre- 31.
served, he said, unless the rights
Clay made more than 70 speechof the Sotith and its slaveholders es on behalf of an intricate comwere guaranteed in "honor and promise that, like the mechanism
safety."
of a clock, would operate only if
On March 7, 1850, Webster all of its parts were in place and
opened with words that were once in order.
memorized by America's schoolUnder its terms,California would
children: "I wish to speak today, join the Union as a free state; the
not as a Massachusetts man, nor debts of slaveholding Texas would
as a Northern man, but as an be paid by the federal governAmerican ... I speak today for the ment; the territories of New Mexpreservation of the Union. Hear ico and Utah would be organized
me for my cause."
with no encouragement .to slavThe Senate chamber was filled ery; and, a strong Fugitive Slave
to capacity. Many senators had Law would be enacted to return
given their seats to women who runaway slaves to bondage.
attended the 3 I/2-hour oration as
But the clockwork failed. The
if it were a play.
effort to pass an omnibus bill with
Webster's underlying point: If
so many working parts collapsed.
the South was to give way on
And then with Clay defeated,
territorial issues its grievances must
Calhoun dead and Webster in a
be addressed.
new job as secretary of state, a
But he scornfully dismissed the
fresh voice made itself heard.
idea that the Union could ever be
Sen. Stephen A. Douglas of Illidisbanded peacefully, without the
guessed that while there might
nois
most savage of civil wars.
a majority to pass Clay's
be
not
"Your eyes and mine are desas a package there
compromise
tined never to sed that miracle!"
were majorities to approve
probably
Webster thundered.
its many parts.
Six days later, on March 13, each of
as one section passed,
soon
"As
Calhoun spoke in the Senate for
up the next: Utah,
brought
Douglas
what was to be the last time.
New Mexico —
California,
Texas,
He had been misunderstood; his
was finally
issue
territorial
each
purpose was to save the Union,
C. Byrd,
Robert
Sen.
said
settled,"
said.
he
it,
destroy
not
as
written
analysis
an
in
D-W.Va.,
But he saw the threat to its
in
speech
"Just
1983.
Senate
a
survival as coming not from the
South but from the growing agi- two weeks after Clay's omnibus
tation of antislavery advocates in bill had overturned. Douglas had
the North. He denounced North- hoisted it aright and enacted its
ern senators who echoed those various parts."
In the end, all that was won
views on the Senate floor.
time, important as that was.
was
terms
good
"I will not be on

Letter policy...
Letters Must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040,Murray,Ky.42071.They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or c-mailed to
mlt@ murrayledget.eom
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About Peppy's platform
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Not
all platform planks in gubernatorial campaigns cover weighty matters such as health insurance reform,
taxes and education or casino gambling.
Consider Republican Peppy Martin's latest campaign missive on
telephones:
"Gubernatorial candidate Peppy
Martin announces that her handling of state government will be
much more consumer friendly than
present. 'I think taxpayers are entitled to a pleasant, nice answer totheir needs as scion as possible,'
says Martin. No form letters. No
wading through three secretaries
while you're calling long distance,
only to learn that the department
head you want is in a meeting.
My department heads will be
elgipped with_ _cell plums _and_
instructed to answer themselves,
Out state switchboard with-have a
toll-free line and several capable,
intelligent folks answering with
assurances that they will call the
inquirer back within 48 hours,
"We will also have a judicial
hotline, coordinated with the attorney general, for inquiries into
scrapes with the law, a consumer
healthline, coordinated with a new
appointment of a surgeon general,
a workman's comp hotline for
complaints and inquiries,
"Signs around the Capitol will
no longer read 'visitor' but instead,
'Owner,' recognizing that it is the
people of Kentucky who run our
state and are our bosses.
"Also, a hotline for direct mar-

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
keting of farm products, especially hay and perishables."
Martin added parenthetically that
she'intends to_give the job of surgeon general to Lewis Cornelius,
who is the husband of her lieutenant governor running mate
Wanda Cornelius.
Being consumer friendly and
all is probably a good campaign
idea, but the specifics point out a
lack of knowledge about state government that Martin could have
_resolved will a few telertnne calls
of her own.
The state already has a tollfree telephone number — about
450 of them, in fact.
The state receives 6,000o 8,000
incoming calls a day on those
lines.
Taking all those calls might not
leave much time for department
heads to do much else. Like their
own work.
There isn't really a state switchboard, hasn't been for years. There
are some people who answer a
main number for Frankfort state
agencies, but they also do double
duty working at state government's
computer help desk.
And there are already numbers
at the attorney general's office for
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consumer inquiries and it the workers' compensation board for questions.
There is not now a telephone
line for free health care advice.
The Department of Agriculture
already has a telephone line for
people to market hay and produce.
Two agencies, the Revenue Cabinet and the Department of Public Advocacy, still take collect
calls.
In fact tire are ,about..A.000
telephone numbers at state agencies in Frankfort alone.
Local telephone service at all
state• government offices sprinkled
around the state -costs about
$500,000 a month, not counting
long distance calls.
As for Martin's sign proposal,
there is a different sort of an issue.
There are no "Visitor" signs in
the Capitol itself. There is a tour
desk and directions to the House
and Senate galleries, but no references to visitors.
There are numerous signs around
the Capitol complex directing people to visitor parking. Martin could
designate them owner's spots, but
then .where would the visitors from
Ohio park?
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Court Days visitors defend gun sales

DEATHS
Mrs. Robbie Sykes Littlejohn
Mrs. Robbie Sykes Littlejohn, 79, Harrison Street, Paducah,
died Saturday, Oct. 16, 1999, at 3:40 p.m. at Superior Care Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired registered nurse, she was a graduate of the Mason
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing at Murray. She was a member of the Kentucky Nurses Association, the American Nurses
Association and Fountain Avenue United Methodist Church.
Born in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late W.D. Sykes and Sally Ford Sykes who later moved to Murray. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Mary Wear and
Hazel Lancaster, and four brothers, W.D. Sykes Jr., Tom Sykes,
A.F. (Dick) Sykes and Frank Sykes.
Survivors include her husband, James L. Littlejohn Sr.; two
daughters, Mrs. Judith Sist, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mrs. Susan
Kolb, Paducah; one son, James L. Littlejohn Jr., Antioch, Calif.;
three sisters, Mrs. Vara Wallace and Mrs. Rebecca Wilford,
Clarksville, Tenn., and Mrs. Helen Patridge, Hueytown, Ala.; two
brothers. Blane Sykes, St. George, Utah, and Pat Sykes, Danville,
grandchildren4our 2,reaktrandchildren.
A memorial-lervice will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Charlotte Mansfield will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Arthritis Foundation, Kentucky Chapter,410 West ChestnueSt., Suite 750,Louisville,
KY 40202-2325.

Francis A. Wilkerson
_Francis A. Wilkerson, 97, Murray, died Sunday. Oct. 17, 1999,
at 6:40 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A retired farmer, he had also worked at Taylor Motors for
many years. He was a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Ethel Collins, Wilk
erson; his second wife, Gladys Blalock Wilkerson; his third wife,
Evelyn Hicks Wilkerson; one daughter, Eva Frances Bogard; and
one granddaughter, Linda Bogard. Born May 28, 1902, in Graves
County, he was the son of .the late. Francis Asbury Wilkerson and
•
Lovie Price Wilkerson.
Survivors include two granddaughters, Mrs. Judy Curd and husband, Don, Murray, and Mrs. Shere Walker and husband, Jerry,
Paris, Tenn.; one grandson, Kenny Bogard and wife, Carol, and a
son-in-law, Ralph Bogard, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Adele
Richerson, Benton; one niece, Betty Jo Pool, Murray; four greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Monday).

MOUNT STERLING, Ky.(AP)
— The annual Court Days festival in Mount Sterling isn't showing any signs of people losing
interest in buying, selling and trading guns.
People like to trade guns at
Court Days, held over the weekend, because they can without
restrictions, said Mike Edwards,
33, who was trying to sell two
pistols.
"I think it's the fact the government is so restrictive," said
Edwards, who works in safety and
staff development at the University of Louisville.
Guns were seen alongside the
dolls, tools, cassette tapes and hot
dogs- Sunday. School;shootings,
lawsuits against weapons 'dealers
and proposals for more regulations
on gun sales apparently haven't
diminished the attraction.
"1 would say there's more inter_ estin_guns than there's ever been,"
said Andy Pennington, 82, of Somerset, who has been selling guns
at Court Days for more than 20
years.
Attempts to regulate guns scare
people, so they want to get guns
before the rules get any -tighter,
Pennington said.

a construction engineer from Mason
County. He had stild four guns by
midafternoon.
"They've just created a market
for these guys," Tucker said.
That market includes weapons
banned for sale by licensed dealers, he said.
One man showed off an Uzi
machine gun as he walked through
the crowd but declined to talk
about it.
The people buying guns on the
street want them for sport and
personal protection, not for use in
crimes, several people said.
Besides, gun regulations don't
keep criminals from getting guns.
they said.

The people buying and selling
guns at Court Days strongly defended the right to keep guns, the less
intrusion from the government the
better.
And most took a dim view of
restrictions on gun sales and ownership, which they see as politically motivated in most cases, and
on lawsuits against gun dealers.
"If you ask guys like me, it's
stupid," said David Coss, a builder
from Adams County, Ohio. It's
just a long-range plan to take over,
whether you believe it or not."
As for who wants to take over,
he said, "Hey, you're getting way
over my head."
Tony Green, of Georgetown,
Ohio, said it- would ruin Court
Days to ban unregulated gun sales
or require a waiting period.
"I think this is America. We
ought to be able to do what we
want," he said.
Mike Tucker, who came to Court
Days with his daughter Audra, 5,
said restrictions/on licensed gun
dealers have driven up prices at
unregulated sales like those at
Court Days.
A .30-caliber MI rifle that sold
for $70 or 00 five years ago is
now • $275 or $300, said Tucker,

`2.Crooks_they're goips
it one way or another, said Charles
Hall, 43, of Mount Sterling.. who
was trying to trade a .410-caliber
shotgun.
Gun traders .said unregulated
gun sales and the fact that there
are lots of guns in circulation have
nothing to do with school shoot
ings.
"If we didn't have any guns.
they'd have used Molotov cock
tails," Edwards said of the stu
dents who killed classmates in Lit
tleton, Colo., and other schools.

The problem is not guns, but
that some people use them irresponsibly or criminally, he said.
"There's nothing particularly evil
about this object," Edwards said,
holding up a .38-caliber pistol.
"We've gone away from responsibility in our society. It's easy to
blame somebody else."
Jenny Toney of Cincinnati. a
first-time visitor to Court Days
with her daughter Kayla, 5. said
she was surprised to see so many
people carrying guns.
"To me, it seems like these
kids are going to think it's OK
to walk around in public with guns."
Toney said.
But down the street. Sue Bai_Ley_ of_ Irvine said. ,Ado _12201,___
er her that her granddaughter Brit- .
tany, 4, was looking over a table
of guns.
"If they don't see them here
or at my house, they're going to 'see them somewhere else,- Bailey
said.
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BREAKING NEW GROUND
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Hurricane heads to sea

the workfor ques-

telephone
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line for
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WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) — Tropical storm warnings were canHurricane Irene raced out to sea celed as the storm ,ioved away
today, but not before dumping from the coast.
"Given the current forecast track,
nearly a foot of rain in parts of
rekincore of the hurricane should
the
and
Carolina
North
• eastern
dling fears of residents displaced stay off the North Carolina coast,"
by Hurricane Floyd a month ago. said Jack Beven, a hurricane speNorth Carolina's third hurricane cialist at the National Hurricane
in two months churned through Center in Miami. "It looks like it
Florida during the weekend and will go out to sea and will never
up the southeast U.S. coast toward return."
-the Carolinas. Late-Sunday, it turned ---At-5-am. EDT, the storm was
105 miles east-northeast of Cape
northeast back to sea.
moving northeast at 35
Hatteras,
sustained
Irene's maximum
winds increased to 105 mph mph. Storm surges of up to 4 feet
overnight and it accelerated its above normal were expected to
movement out into the Atlantic. decrease later today.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
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Our Best Investment Is You.
8 Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

The new
Its like nothing

digital hearing aid.
\e ever heard before.

Oftly rote- motths-Afteroptning-our doors,The
Murray Bank is breaking ground on our permanent
home on South 12th Street, and we're throwing a
party! It's our way of celebrating a TRUE COMMITMENT
to community banking in Murray-in a day when most local banks
aren't localat all!
From approving home mortgages and business loans to
determining CD rates, The Murray Bank is Murray's bank. Top-notch
personnel with over 240 years oflocal banking expertise.
We invite you to drop by our temporary office at
1000 Whitnell Street October 21-22 anytime
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. for refreshments
special promotions to celebrate a
major new financial investment in the
future of Murray!

The Abrld's Most Sophisticated

STAFF:

Jane Curd
Hotta° Ford
Marta Gert
Patsy Hale
David Hornback
Susan Jones
FrarKes Moss
Pam Oglesby
Nita White

4)
urray Bank

aha

"l'he hearing aid ‘‘ith a brain."'

DIRKTORS:

Tnpp Furches
Ronnie Gibson
David Graham
Rick Jones
Stuart Poston
Jerry Smith
Robert Swift
David Taylor
Charles Tucker
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STONE-LANG CO

How Banking Should Be

Hearing Rehabilitation
206 South 4th • Murray
Equol Housing Lende4
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1000 Whitnell • Murray, Ky • 270-753.5626
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Golf awards dinner will
be Wednesday at club
The annual awards dinner for
the Ladies Golf at the Murray Country Club will be Wednesday at 6
p.m. at the club.
Any one wanting .to play gulf
on Wednesday should meet at the
tee at 9:30 a.m.
Marilyn Adkins and Barbara
Gray. hostesses for golf play on
Oct. 13, have released the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Lisa Carver. medalist, Ve Sevems, runner-

JO'S DATEBOOK

up;
First flight - lnus Orr, first,
Betty Lowry, second;
Second flight - Freda Steely,
first,.Peggy Shoemaker, secopft
Third flight - Marilyn Adkins,
first, Edith Garrison and Barbara
Gray, tied for second;
Fourth flight - Carolyn Sanning, winner;
Low putts - Linda Burgess;
Nine hole flight winner - Louise
Lamb.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
It is hard to realize it has been 40 years since the start of
Kyle-Oakley Field at the Murray-Calloway County Airport.
Starting with a donation from the Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
the money needed to match the state and federal funds was
raised in Calloway County with the late Audrey Simmons, the
late H.T. Waldrop and the late Ronald Churchill as members
of the fund-raising committee.
Serving as members of the Airport Board at that time were
the late Buford Hurt, chairman, Billy Thurman, vice chairman,
Z.C. Enix, secretary, and H. Glenn Doran, the late George
Hart-, Hugh Oakley and the late Verne Kyle.
Living on Airport Road or Highway 783 North, we can
remember the opening of the airport. It was a special day with
airplane rides and a tour of the facilities for the visitors.

Local groups to merge
Mayfield Lindsey Chapter No.
69 of Royal Arch Masons and
Mayfield Council No. 39 of Royal
and Select Masters voted unanimously on Oct. 11' to permit Murray Chapter No:>92 of RAM and
Council No. 50 of.RSM to merge
with them.
The consolidation ceremony is
now established to be Monday, Nov.
8. at Mayfield at heir regular stated monthly convocation.
John Salter, Murray chapter and
council member, said "it is anticipated that Grand High Priest James
. Miller of the Grand Chapter of

the state of Kentucky will be present, along with Illustrious Grand
Master Donald E. Webster of the
Grand Council, State of Kentucky.
On.this consolidation occasion,
dinner 'will be .served starting at
6:30 p.m. followed by the meeting at 7:30 p.m.
"This merging will increase the
Mayfield Lindsey Chapter No. 69
membership to nearly 160 members and the Mayfield Council No.
39 to about 140 members." said
Edgar Rockwell Sr., chapter secretary.

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

Den•
GDecoptin INTERIORS
Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

7534184 or 759-1776
Pamela Clark

We come to you

Evangelist - Doug Batchelor

WINS GIFT - Pat Osborn, right, won the disaster fund hostess gift at the September meeting of Alpha Mu Chapter No.
4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority at the home
of Helen Boughton, left. Cohostess was Kathie Fleming.
The disaster fund money collected is sent to ESA headquarters and is returned when a member is in a time of a
disaster and needs financial help.

Kenlake ladies will
play golf Wednesday
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
will play golf on Wednesday at 9
a.m. at the Kenlake State Park
Resort Park golf course.
Anyone interested in joining
this group, call Hazel Hill at 1270-354-6535.
In golf play on Oct. 13, Dotty
Elliott won the blind hole event.
She also won low putts with 15
putts for nine holes.
Other members present were
Hazel Hill, Bobbe Manning, Daisy
Durham, Helen Moores, Freda
Elkins, Louise Parker, Mary Madajczyk, Evelyn Blivin, Ina Horton
and Betty Hunt.

SUBSCRIBE

October 15th

The Kenlake Ladies played the
Fulton Country Club on Oct. 12.
Those taking part were Bobbe Manning, Daisy Durham, Helen
Moores, Mary Madajczyk, Freda
Elkins, Ina Horton and Dotty
Elliott.
In golf play on Oct. 6, Evelyn Blivin won the longest drive
on number two.
Members played golf and attended the birthday celebration for Betty
Quakenbush's birthday. The birthday potluck lunch including birthday cake and ice cream was served
between nines.
Present were Blivin, Helen
Hubbs, Helen Moore.s-,13-Obbe Manning, Daisy Durham, Freda Elkins,
Hazel Hill, Susan Thetford, Louise
Parker, Ina Horton, Norma Stephenson, Mary Madajczyk and Betty
Hunt.
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November 14th
on

Doug Batchelor

7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Central
Speaking On

Tom Kelly
FEATURED ARTIST

with
Patricia
Schuman
Soloist
October 23 @ 8pm
Tilghman Auditorium

Good News!!
Hi-Energy Weight Control Center has a
new diet plan, "Thermogenic Rotation
Plan" it has three phases - I, II, Ill. There
are no medical fees, changes in the
amount of supplements you take, 2-4 lb.
weight loss a week, more and different
foods. Give us a call on Monday,
Oct. 18th to find out more about the
exciting new plan.
Also, remember once a member of
Hi-Energy always a member.

Saturday,Oct.23
Murray
CourtSquare
_
4 p.m.to 9 p.m.

s Paducah_ Symphony
(27Q)444-006
(806738-3727
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Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet tonight (Monday) in
the district courtroom of the Calloway County Judicial Building,
North Fourth Street, Murray, according to the office of County
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins.

Technology Committee will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council Technology Committee will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in
the school library. The public is invited.

Men Who Cook: A Ude

Bring the entire Will,. •:. come have
, dinner on theiCO. 4 I uare.
Alloceeds go to the revitalization of
Downtown Murray
r of iiii R EVERYONE!
i
ENTERTA
•
FOR MoitE I •
753-722 OR 7
"Its downtown Time
So come on down &
enjoy the Vet & tun!
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Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a
"Feastie with the Beasties and a Boo'tiful Parade" on Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. at the club house. Members are requested to dress in
Halloween costumes if possible. A potluck salad supper will be
served as a welcome to new members. Hostesses will be Mary
Beth Hays. Laura Miller, Judith Hill, Angela Massey, Vonnie HaysAdams, Libby Hart, Rebecca Landolt and Joetta Kelly.

Lodge meeting will be tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight,(Monday' at '7:30.
p.m. _at the Masonic Temple. Master
Claude Wells urges all Masons to attend.

Democratic meeting tonight
Calloway County Democrats will meet tonight (Monday) at 7
p.m. in the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. Dardanella Durham, county party chairman, urges all interested persons
to attend.

Moms In Touch International, a nondenominational prayer support group, meets each Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian
Church. For more information call DeeDee Cohoon at 759-9778 or
Ginger Leavell at 759-4732.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, rear entrance. The SOS is
a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Blood pressure checks Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free
service of the church.

Betty Lairmer Group to meet
The Betty Lairmer Mission Group of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Adult IV room. All ladies of
the church are invited to meet with the group.

Kirksey lodge will meet
Kirksey Woodmen of the world Lodge 170 will meet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at Hickory Log Restaurant, Highway 121 Bypass. For
more information call 489-2403 or 759-4516.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU Time
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday; Bible Class at 10 a.m, Room Games at
10:15 a.m. and One Man Band at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Reading
Club at 10 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10:30 a.m., LTC Singing at 11
a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m. on Thursday; devotion with Jim Simmons at 10 a.m., Sandwich Sale at 10:30 a.m. and Make Overs at
1:30 p.m. on Friday.

NO TRICKS, ONO'TREATS!,111V.
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Fiscal Court meeting tonight

r!oto
Sat., Oct. 23 • 4-9 p.m.

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet_ Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Calloway- County Public Library.'Lou Ann Philpot will present the les:son" on how to make Christmas cards. Each one should bring colored fabric squares, scissors, wonder under, and black or gold
marking pens to the meeting. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet
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•TREAT BAGS
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Fellowship bazaar
will be held Nov. 6

)K

The Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will have its Noel Market on Saturday, Nov. 6, starting at 8 a.m.
in the educational building of the
church.
The soup luncheon will be held
in the fellowship hall from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. with cost being $3
each. A special antique quilt promotion will be featured. Tickets
for both the luncheon and quilt

are available at the church office
or from any CWF member.
Featured at holiday room of the
market will be fall and christmas
crafts and decorations, variety of
cakes, pies, cookies,candies, breads
and preserved foods. In the Potpourri Room will be aprons, table
cloths, needlework and other such
items.
Also the coffee shop will be
open.

Oaks ladies plan events
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Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have -activities -on
Wednesday at the club.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
,
a.m. with Jan Ochoa, phone 759,
4154, as hostess.
Any one wanting to play golf
should meet at the tee at 9:30
a.m.

The Oaks Country Club Ladies
Fall Golf Tournament will be Saturday, Oct. 23, with tee off time
at 9:30 a.m.
Any member interested in playing in the tournament may call
Shirley Wade at 753-2220 or Martha
Broach at 753-9164, or sign up
at the club pro shop.
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BIRTHS
Justice Ann Marie Weddington
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Weddington Jr. of 39 Denny Ln., Almo, are
the parents of a daughter, Justice Ann Marie Weddington, born on
Friday, Oct.. 1, 199, at 9:09 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds six ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Malissa Salinas. A brother is Brevin
Thomas Weddington.
Grandparents are Will and Diana Free of Murray, Jeanette Johnson
of Poplar Bluff, Mo., and John Salinas of Las Vegas, Nev.
Great-grandparents are Harold and Shirley Mills of Almo and Emma
and Tom Foster of Doniphan, Mo. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Mattie Lamb.

Census formula would
make more people poor

NEW YORK (AP) — The Census Bureau, in revising its definition of U.S. poverty, is experimenting with a formula that would
send millions more families below
the poverty line, The New York
Times reported today.
Under the new formula, for a
family of four to be considered
above the poverty line, their annual income would have to be $19.500
a year, instead .of the current
$16,600 per year.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael McNutt of 106 Neale Tr., Murray, are the
The change would make 46
parents of a daughter, Lindsay Lee McNutt, born on Wednesday. Oct. million Americans, 17 percent of
6, 1999. at 2:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
the population, poor. Last month.
The baby weighed six pounds three ounces and measured 19 inch- only 12.7 percent were considered
es. The mother is the former Heather Wrye. A sister is Kayla McNutt. poor, the lowest level in almost a
Grandp-afenfcare David -and Phyllis Wrye and Mrs.-Glenda McNutt 'decade.
and the late Jerry McNutt, all of Murray.
The current poverty formula was
Great-grandparents are R.J. and Mildred Burpoe, Bill and Janice created during President
Lyndon
Adams, Buddy and Sarah Nell McNutt, and the late Dallas and Mae B. Johnson's administration
and
Wrye, all of Murray.
has not changed since 1965 except
for inflation adjustments. The new
poverty measure is an attempt to
Howard Keith Ward' and Lindsay Brooke McNutt of 1509 Sand(' determine what poor people spend
Pine Dr., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Caroline Elise Ward, on food, clothing, housing and
born on Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1999, at 3:02 a.m. at Murray-Calloway extras, the Times said.
County Hospital.
"It is certainly our opinion, and
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 20 inch- the opinion of every researcher
es.
we have talked to, that something
Grandpaieuts ate-Ron and -Debby,-MeNtut of Murray Inct -Kenneth- -should-be done-to update the poverand Diane Ward of Dyersburg, Tenn.
ty measure," said Edward Welniak, the Census Bureau's chief of
income statistics.

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Dibtindtion from the Southwest
1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

ill meet
Master

(The

Senior Circuit
Presented by
Glendale Place
Christ MattingiN
Marketing Dui•i

Caroline Elise Ward

•

Mr. and Mrs. Trent Bates of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Piper Grace Bates, born on Sunday, Oct. 3, 1999, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 19 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Heather Grogan Bates.
Paternal grandparents are Emory and Deborah Allen of Murray and
Dennis and Deborah Bates of Owensboro. Maternal grandparents are
Jerry and Sheila Grogan of Louisville.
Great-grandparents are Dub and Margaret Polly and Dewey and
Louise Grogan, all of-Mtirray-J-.1',-and Wanda Bates of Owensboro
and Rilda Divine of Bremen.

BRAND NEW LOCATI
SAME EXCELLENT SR CE

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS

A higher poverty line would
mean a rise in government spending to pay for benefits such for
the poor, such as food stamps.
Officials at the White House,
which would have to authorize the
change in the poverty formula,
said a few more years of work
needs to be done before poverty
can be redefined.

Lindsay Lee McNutt

Piper Grace Bates

Calloway County Judge Executive Larry Elkins recently signed
a proclamation declaring Oct. 17-23 as National School Bus
Safety Week. The proclamation also designates Oct. 20 as
School Bus Driver Appreciation Day.
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5
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Call For Openings

-Massage Therapy -Facials -AVEDA
& OPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311

753-5227

Johnston Blvd- - War

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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As Time( ots By
If time seems to go by faster the
older you get, there may be good
reason. During a recent study.
subjects between the ages of 19
and 24 were compared against
groups between the ages of45 and
50, and 60 and 65, for their ability to estimate when three minutes
had passed. While the youngest
group was nearly Rerfect in its
ouP teas
estimates, the oldest gr.
furthest from- the mark. The
results show that our internal
clocks slow down as we age,
making it seem as though time is
passing us by in a mad rush. This
helps explain why one year feels
like ten to teenagers, while oldsters have holidays sneak up on
them.
Enjoy your golden years here at
GLENDALE PLACE, 905
Glendale Road. We provide delicious meals served in our elegant
dining room, housekeeping, a full
calendar of activities,.transportation, and the convenience of living near many service establishments including Bel Air Shopping
Center, Murray State University,
and Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Unlike many retirement
communities, monthly rentals are
available, and there is no entrance
or endowment fee. For more
information and to schedule a
visit, call 759-1555. "The New
Choice for Independent Living"
(Lifestyle is a choice.)
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Handyman Special
U4378115$18,000

413 S. 10th
$8-7-,tri0'$34,500

Owner wants offer
$8771110 $75,000

Near university
$.71975156 $72,000

3 bedroom, 2 bath
$.74-,0110 $74,900

Detached workshop
$49751111 $76,850

Ready to sell
$KIM $82,900

More for the money
$86.500

Like new!!!
4+±371175-$110,000

New is better
$44-8-;5015 $110,000

Energy efficient
$.149-,90tr $122,900

Move-in ready
$6.1a9",9156 $132,900

Unbelievable reduction!
144871116$140,000

Exceptional Duplex
$4607t1017$145,000

Country delight
,•$173.900

Good income producer
$.140:000-$199,000

Over 4000 s.f. - immaculate
$.11$229,500

couxue.u.
BANKGR

MAKING REAL ESTATE REAL EASY"
01997 Coldwell Banker Corporation An Equal Opportunity Company Equal
Housing Opportunity Each Office is an Independently Owned and Operated
Member of Co4dwell Banker Real Estate Corporation In Canada, Each Office is
an Independently Owned and Operated Member Broker of Coldwell Banker
Affiliates of Canada

www.coldwellbanker.com
Woods & Associates
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Wraparound luxury
$4.9275177 $187,500

270-753-1651.
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County man in
hospital after fight
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A county man is in a Paducah hospital's intensive care unit after
being injured in a fight with an
Irvan Cobb Road man, who is in
jail on charges of felony assault.
Bryan McCoil, 23, of a Kentucky 94 East address, was listed
in stable condition in Lourdes Hospital's ICU Monday morning,
according to a hospital spokesman.
He was transferred there from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Sunday morning, where he was

Names listed for jury duty

treated for a concussion and cuts,
an MCCH spokesman said.
Jeremy A. Ticknor, 23, was
arrested and charged with seconddegree assault following the incident just before 10 a.m. Sunday
at a Kirksey Road home, according to a press release from the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Ticknor allegedly hit and kicked
McCoil in the head during the
fight, which apparently began in
a dispute about a woman, Sheriff
Stan Scott said.

Buckle UP when riding. Its the law.
A WEEK FOR WOMEN...Murray Mayor Freed Curd recently
signed a proclamation declaring Oct. 18-22 as National Business Women's Week. Pictured with Curd are local Organization of Business and Professional Women officers Jeanne
Fleming, president, Faye Rogers, secretary, and Carol Block,
treasurer.

ENE ig @owampio In 0
• Comolete Computer Systems' Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installation
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up

OCTOBER IS
NATIONAL ORTHODONTIC
HEALTH MONTH

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

211 Maple Street, Murray,KY 42071 • 759-1111
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Health NOTES

RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD

By Dr. Claude E. Saint-Jacques

Earciiii'23

A PAIN IN THE HIP

Etallx4:013.41 131Liter
RESTAURANT'

Women in particular may associated with hip bursitis is
experience pain in their hips often localized over the great
when just beginning walking or trochanter, which is the bone th
running regimens or increasing at protrudes on either side of
their intensity. The culprit is the pelvis. Stretching before
likely to be hip bursitis, an and after workouts, as well as
inflammation of the bursa sac rest and ice, can help relieve
in the hips. These fluid-filled the pain.
Dr. Claude E. Saint-Jacques is
sacs are located throughout the
body for the purpose of cushion- a local orthopedic surgeon affiling bones from rubbing against iated with JACKSON PURskin, tendons, and muscles. Hip CHASE MEDICAL CENTER.
His office is located at
bursitis often occurs as a
1029 Medical Circle,
result of creating friction
KY.
For
Mayfield,
around the bursa sac, due
appointmentss or
to running and
other high-impact Jackson Purchase emergencies call
270-247-8347
exercise. The pain
Medical Center

Lunch & Dinner• Thursday - Sunday
Ifiszercliza lEtcovetlie2'11 Etsell.roSACI
State FtomiLe SO,lElmrcitri, KY

437-4200

CONGRATULATIONS
Lynn Grove, Almo, Pottertown,
Harris Grove and New
Providence fire departments!
Rate Change Effective 11/01199

753-4703
SUBSCRIBE

DEAR PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,
Gor
REWARDS

The following people have been
elected to serve on the Calloway
County District Jury and need to
report to the Calloway County
Judicial Building at 9 a.m., Oct.
21.
Elishia Jane Adams, Cary Wade
Ahart, Bernice K. Bazzell, Charles
Frederick Benzing, Rosalie Ann
Boyd, Eyvone R. Brandon, Linda
M. Brandon, John Ray Bright,
Kathryn Louise Brookhiser, Donna
McKalip Brunswick, Marsha W.
Bucy, Ted Allen Burcham, Eugene
Burkeen,
Delbert L. Busby, Kristal Gayle
Carpenter, Marty Joe Carraway,
Lori Williams Castro, Kaptoria
Louise Catlett, Minggang Chen,
Pamela Clark, Spencer Cook, 4ffrey C. Cooper, Dan Michael trim,
Don Mbrris Curd,
Barbara Gay Darnell, Malissia
L. Darnell, Violet B. Darnell, Dana
Andrew Dinkins, Phyllis S. Doxstader, Alexander Dupuis, Lynnette
Marie Duff, Lenda B. Easley, Teresa L. Elkins,
Rhonda H. Felts, Deborah Kay
Ferguson, Joseph Fontenot, Colleen
Marie Forrett. Amy Gonring Fotsch,
Helen J. Gardner, Tina Michelle
Garland, Katy Peebles Garth, Jerry
Wayne Gilliam, Cindy Lou Godby,
John William Gottschalk, Melissa
Ann Green, Ocie 0. Grubbs,
Boyd Daniel Hainsworth, Valerie
D. Hancock, Hope HargrOve;
Angela Carol Harrison, Edrena
Rogers Harrison, Mark Doss
Hathom, Hilda E. Herndon, Sharon
A. Hicks, Deborah Elizabeth Hill,
Dawn Romayne Holland, Billy D.
Holloway, Te-Hao-Huang, Kelly
Michelle Jennings, Catherine Jones,
Dimitrios A. Karvounis,
Judy Fay Kelso, Emily Gore
Kennedy, Wanda Sue Kimbro, Rose
A. -Knight, Robert Harold Kosik
Jr., Larry D. Lawrence, Mary Irene
Leary, Laura N. Lee, Sonny L.
Leota,
Roger Lee Macha, Andrea Alison Marshall, Vanetta Mae Mason,
Lila McCuiston, Donald Robert
McCuiston, Gayle Marie McDonald, Jane D. McKendree, Aurealia
Grace McKnight, Johnny Ray
McLeod,
Sharon U. Myatt, Eric Christopher Miller, Rebecca H. Miller,
Virginia Miller, Shelly Lynn
Monier, Owen D. Moore, Lilda
Mae Morris, Terry W. Mott,
Nelson J. Newcomb, Robert L.
Noel, Shannon L. Norsworthy,
Diana Lynne Nutt, Billy James
°skim,'Billy D. Outland, Jong
'Wong Park, Mitzi Renee Parker,

NOW!

NICK HELTON
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Helton chosen
for MSU award

ca
soi

Nick Helton, a 1997 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has been awarded the Marie Holton
Memorial Award at Murray State
University.
Helton, the son of Roy and
Jamie Helton of Murray, is majoring in art at MSU.
During college, Helton has
received the Dean Award, various
scholarships and is a member of
Phi Eta Sigma national Honor Society.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY L7

Comman4 Education Courses Fall, 1999 I
Nov 18-Dec 9

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELUTE TV SYSTEM, INSTALLED*

Bicycle Safety & Maintenance
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings
Oct 19-21, 26-28

Microsoft Access

Microsoft Excel

Wednesday Evenings
Nov 3 & 10

Wednesday Evenings
Oct 20 8,: 27

Calligraphy

Microsoft Power Point

Thursday Evenings
Oct 14-Nov 4

Wednesday Evenings
Nov 17

Internet & E-Mail

Design Your Own
Web Page

00
4
6 FREE MONTHS
OF AMERICA'S TOP 40° PROGRAMMING PACKAGE VALUED AT $19.99 PER MONTH
(Afro'ful parosnr of your first bill)
Neopulres a 1-iress programmis camillmork
Ilade resimiamel

SAVE EVERY YEAR

YOU'LL ENJOY:

W1111 AMIRKA'S
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Richard Harry Parker, Marilyn Joy
Peachey, Lawrence S. Philpot,
Michael David Pierce, Christopher
Jarrod Pyles,
Elaine Ratliff, Johnny Lee Reagan, Paul Ray Redden, Karen Ann
Renteria, Mika Jukka-Tapa Rikkinen, Matthew Douglas Robertson,
Stuart Frank Robinson, Betty Ann
Rogers, Tracy J. Rogers, Sean
Thomas Ross, Brenda Rowland,
Vivian Delores Rozelle, James A.
Rudolph,
John Albion Salter, James D.
Scalf, John E. Scott, James Roger
Self, Stephanie Leigh Simmons,
Edward E. Smith, Mary S. Sroda,
Silvia Steger, Ruth Laverne Stevens,
Timothy D. Stewart, Mary A. Stone,
Pichit Supleaulai, Billy H. Swift,
Denna Gay Tanner, Zachary
Townsend, Nyuk Lee Tsen, William
Tudor,
Sue T. Vance, Sondra 0. Waldrop, Douglas Clifton Wallace,
Janet M. Wallis, Gregory Lynn
Webb, Richard G. Whited, Judy
S. Whitten, Larry J. Williams, Jo
Rob Williams, Roy J. Williams,
James Duane Wilson, Kevin M.
Wolf and Mary Beatrice Worley.

QVC *RN(

Tuesday Evenings
Oct 19 & 26

Tuesday Evenings
Nov 2-16

Adventures in Stir Frying

Personal Budgeting

Tues, Nov 2;
or Tues, Nov 16

Monday Evenings
Nov 1 & 8

Tyr aw

Women & Investing
Wed., Oct. 13,
Thurs., Oct. 14 & Mon.. Oct. 18

C
ETWORK

Monday Evenings
Nov 1-15

Thursday Morning
Oct. 7, 14. 21 or 28
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For More information Contact The Office Of Conferences & Workshops
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PETS OF WEEK - Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105 E.
Sycamore St., Murray,features this yellow lab/boxer mix female,
six months old named Butterscotch, left, and this Chow
mix male dog, two months, as animals available for adoption this week. Hours of the shelter, open to the public,
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
3 p.m., Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For information
call 75974141.
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the farm when enrolling in various
The Calloway County Farm
programs and makes one eligible
that
announced
Service Agency
loans or loan deficiency payfor
farmers can contact their local
ments.
USDA Service Center to select
Loan deficiency payments
how they want to receive their 2000
Production Flexibility Contract (LDP) are still available through
the USDA Service Center. Eligible
(PFC) payments.
wheat and corn
Farmers eligible to receive PFC crops include
in the PFC
enrolled
farms
on
grown
payments in fiscal year 2000 can
grown on
soybeans
and
program
choose to receive the payment in
farm.
any
two equal payments or in one lump
Producers need to contact the
sum payment.
Service Center to become
USDA
The enrollment period began
to receive these payments.
eligible
Oct. 1, 1999, and will run through
Nov. 30, 2000.
Producers are reminded that
with enrollment in the Production
Flexibility Program, there are no
restrictions on the growing crop, no
required set-aside, guaranteed payment, and producers of wheat, corn
and grain sorghum are eligible for
loans or loan deficiency payments.
by Dr. Betsy Character
Farmers are also encouraged to
Traddionally antifreeze used r engines contains
report fall-seeded crops, including
the
cherrwcal ethylene *col (EG).11EG is inyestec
wheat, barley and oats. Reporting
by an animal it can cause serious damage andor
for
record
crops serves as a history
death.

VET
TALK

A „ „,
cHmaxEr "Like it!COCK'

4:›
DEvRam-

35 - 1999 & 2000

Silverado's, Tahoe's &
Suburban's

MUST GO!!
1999 Silverado
Ext. Cab LT
St. # 99398

Leather, Power, Heated
Seats, CD,Loaded

Ilk
•

Surpnsingy is the by-products of rts rnetaboirsr
not the EG itsetl that is toxic Because of thrs, the
effects of EG toxicity are usualty not seen megatey after ingestion. Cirw:alsigns of tonaty will usually be seen within the first 24 hours after ngesOcn.At first there 1411 be incoordination (looks like
rtoxicaton) and lethargy (lack of energy) This *II
proceed to a coma ike state and then to dealt

Soil samples can save money

rd

aduate
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iolton
State
y and
major-

has
rarious
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r Sod-

Farming and production agriculture can be a very complex
environment. Many components
make up an operation from capital for seeds to expensive machinery to harvest a crop.
One component is cheap and
can save hundreds of dollars: A
soil sample.
Soil sampling is one of the
most beneficial things producers can
get done. Soil samples cost $6
and reflect the levels of nitrogen,
phosphorous and potassium and
pH. Other micro nutrients can be
detected and tested as well.
By knowing the levels of these
nutrients and the pH range of a
particular soil, producers know the
exact amounts of fertilizer and limestone to apply to the area.
Without knowing these levels,
persons must guess' on how much
fertility to apply, and this can cost
producers money. In times like we
have been experiencing, we can't
afford not to be soil testing.
For homeowners, soil sampling
is a must for the same reasons.
Lawns and other ground covers
must have adequate pH ranges ar.d
soil fertility in &der to he cornplete balance for proper growing
conditions.
Fall is a great time to pull soil
samples. After the recent rain we

11116

The good news is that now there is a test that can
be run at the kxal veterinary hospital to check for
ingestion of EG The test must be done *VW the
'rst 12 hours after ingestion

GERALD CLAYWELL

wow

U.K. Cooperative Extension Agent
have experienced, sampling tech- dom site should be placed in a
niques will be a little easier. Probes plastic container. A plastic conand other soil instruments can pen- tamer will not leave any metallic
etrate the soil profile for easier contamination in the soil sample.
Take all the cores, mix them
sampling.
and fill a sampling box
busy
thoroughly
Soil labs are usually less
the Cooperative
from
turn
makes
obtained
this
and
fall,
in the
Extension Service, and we will
around times more rapid.
Also, these soybean fields and send the sample to the lab. Very
areas that will lie fallow over the simple and very effective.
Tilled areas should be sampled
winter until spring can be tested
this fall. A field that is soil sam- at 6-8 inches deep. No-tilled areas
pled immediately after crop removal' 3-4 inches deep. Lawns and turf
grasses should be collected at 3will have very accurate results.
Properly obtaining a soil sam- 4 inch depth.
Collection of wet samples may
ple is very important. All parts of
an area or field should be repre- present problems. Do not dry these
sented in the sample. Randomly samples in a microwave oven or
selecting sites within a given area at high temperatures.
Soil sampling is a very inexmakes the sample very accurate.
Many times people want to sam- pensive method to determine exactpie just from bad areas-of-a-field-Ay-what -a- crop, garden, lawn or
This method makes sam- other planting will need for propor
ples inaccurate. Remember random er growth and fall is a great time
to get this job accomplished. Give
sampling of an area,
All cores of soil from each ran- us a call.

Treatment of EG has also dramatically krproveo
the past few years. There is now avartabie a drug
that fights the toxin and helps the body remove rt
started early most permanent damage can be avosaed. Before the avadabirty of this drug treatment of
EG tonciry was very kmited. The standard treatment
was ethanol (dnniung alcohol) given intravenously
-

1999 Suburban LT
St # 99375

sir

Antifreeze toxicity can be prevented. ff you are
changng antifreeze or wonung on an engine that
must be drained, catch the antifreeze ma Dulcet and
remove from access of pets tt a spill occurs wash
the area thorough) with water, this dilutes the
antifreeze decreasing the potency. There are also
new generation antifreeze soiubons that are not
composed of ethylene glycol These may be used in
place of the EG antifreeze

Leather Interior, Loaded
7 Passenger Seating

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinahans who
care for your animals at:

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
Near Stella,just off Hwy. 121 North

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires

$28,779.00
List
Peppers Discount $2,942.00
$500.00
Factory Rebate
$25,337.00
Your Price

$36,575.00
List Price
Peppers
$4,341.00
Discount
Factory Rebate $1,500.00
$32,234.00
Your Price

14 Varieties Potted

489-2462
•

•50,000 Mile Tread Warranty

1999 Tahoe 4DR 4x4

Also available at the Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508
Check out the sale inside the shop too!

90 Networking & Communications

808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

2227
70-

$30
VALUE
1
2
3
4

Get Your

Offering: • Novell Networks • Windows
NT Networks • Personal Computer
Sales & Support • Y2K Consulting &
Solutions • Laser Printer Sales &
Service • IBM Warranty Authorized
• Lexmark Warranty Authorized
• Network Cabling Installation
• Certified Novell Engineer
• Certified Novell Administrator
• Microsoft Certified Professional
—
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 63
calmlyIF
arm°

5.
6
7.
8.

Tel:(270) 753-9562

."

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION
9. Numb Hands
10, Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

Leather, Power Seats, CD,
Front & Rear A/C, Loaded

Hill Networking &
Communications provides a
full range of networking and
personal computer services. We provide
professional installation and service for
all of your computer and networking
needs. We offer reasonable rates and a
professionally trained staff with a combined 25 years of expenence.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

St. # 99535

(across from Hickory Log Bar-B-Q)

400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30,00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restncted or excess motion in the
spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
FREE.

$38,119.00
List Price
Peppers
$4,084.00
Discount
Factory Rebate $1,000.00
$33,035.00
Your Price
All prices do not include taxes, title & licenses

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

vingever It Takes

REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE PEN
A
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU "THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS RIGHT TO
72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND wiTHIN
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOWT

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
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We Warn

To Be YOU/ Car or Truck Company:"

Th,s entire examination is FREE if you want more
Care and treatment, we do all the paperwork

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

$30
VALUE

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CC:r
OIMILET

2420E. Wood St.•P3rise 642-3900•1400.3251229
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What's in this
year's tlu vaccine? Fm over 65. Should
I get it"
DEAR READER: This year's
influenza vaccine is made from the
antigens of the following viruses:
A'Beijing 262.95-like. A Sydney 5.97like and B Yamanashi 166 98. What all
this techno-talk means is that experts
have predicted that the 1999-2000 flu
season is most likely to be made up of
these three virus types.
Influenza vaccine is recommended
not only for the elderly, the high-risk
patient, those with immune deficiencies and health care personnel — but
also for healthy working adults.
Because flu outbreaks usually do
not occur before December in the continental United States (and protection
may not be at its peak for about a
month after vaccination), authorities
suggest that the optimal time for
immunization is in late October
through mid-November. The subsequent protection should last between
four and six months, thereby providing immunity for people through
March, when there is often an earls-

Fire Dept.

CLASS CHANGE
(effe( tit

11/01/99,

spring outbreak of influenza.
Although the vaccine is safe for the
vast majority of patients who receive
it, people who are allergic to eggs (on
which the viruses are grown) may
occasionally experience hypersensitivity reactions, such as asthma or
hives. Whether or not flu vaccine can
at times lead to Guillian-Barre syndrome (a type of paralysis) is controversial. In short, the flu vaccine is a
safe option for those people who want
to avoid catching influenza.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of irritable bowel syndrome. I have been taking Lomotil three times a week for 10
years. Am I in danger of getting glaucoma?
DEAR READER: Lomotil is an
effective anti-diarrhea medicine that
contains diphenoxylate (a narcotic)
and atropine. Diphenoxvlate can be
habit-forming and, with long-term.
regular use, can produce symptoms of
narcotic addiction_ _
Atropine causes relaxation of certain muscles, including those that
control peristalsis, urination and the
circulation of fluid within the eye.
Therefore, patients with certain forms
of colitis, urinary retention or glaucoma must not use Lomotil unless it is
administered under close medical
supervision.
The atropine in Lomotil probably
will not cause glaucoma in the low
dose you are taking; however, it can
worsen glaucoma. Check with your
doctor about this.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my new and
updated Health Report "Irritable
Bowel Syndrome.- Other readers who
wouirclike a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Join the Farm
Bureau family
and enjoy
our low
isurance
rates...

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to
reassure the mother of "Trevor,"
who fears that her son is gay
because he prefers dancing and
cooking to baseball cards,and talking about girls. Twenty years ago,
that could have described my
brother, although you'd never guess
It to see him today — happily married to a lady who's happy to let him
do the cooking in their home.
My brother was always small
and shy, and although he had a
number of female and male friends,
he didn't date until college. While in
junior high school and high school,
a knee injury left him with only
swimming and dance for gym class
choices. He endured a lot of razzing
about his sexuality when he dressed
to go to a dance class with the girls
while all the other guys were preparing to do "manly" activities such
as wrestling.
Finally, my
- brother lost his tolerance and pointed out, "You are
going into a class of sweaty, smelly
guys in shorts and sweatshirts. I'm
going into a class with girls in
skintight leotards and tights. Who
do you think is having a problem'?"
And that ended the discussion!
As for cooking, my brother has
always been the better cook in our
family, and he loved it at an early
age. To this day, he takes cooking
classes and cooks up gourmet feasts
out of nothing.
The mother is correct to encourage her son's interests. Dancers are
often in better shape than other
athletes, and certainly the number
of male chefs on TV and running
restaurants shows there is nothing
effeminate about cooking. Someday,
the other boys will realize that
Trevor actually has a lot of advantages they missed out on — and
they'll be envious instead of harassing.
PROUD SISTER,PLANO,TEXAS

DR. GOTT

DEAR PROUD SISTER: Your
brother handled the teasing
with humor and confidence.
However, not all children have
the confidence to deal with it in
such a sophisticated manner. A
survey funded by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention determined that one in 13
students has been attacked or
harassed because he or she was
suspected of being gay. Four

PETER

y

GOTT, M D.
"*.

Ask for Tim Thurmond

753-4703
DAILY COMICS
BLONDEE

.L000 HERE'S TI-6 LABEL
FROM MY VERY PIRST JAR
'
O ML.JSTARO!

YOLI'VE ALWAYS BEEN
5ENT(MENTAL., KAVEN'T-'
I GLEES
Ya..), DEAR?
/ I'M JUST AN
OLD SOCTIE

?
CATHY
*AMERICANS HALT FINALLY \I
ELTED THE iMAGE a
THE SCRAWNY SUPERMODEt
AND EMBRACED GOOD
NuTR,,TION AND REGuLAR
EXERCISE AS THE HEALTHY
HAPPY GOAL OF LIFE!"

out of five of those individuals
were actually heterosexual.
Weapons have been banned
from our school ground — and
words that are used as weapons
don't belong there,either.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: We're having a
discussion in our office about
dating. A co-worker is going out
with her husband tonight. She considers it a date, but another coworker and I disagree. Of course, if
you are married, you're allowed to
go out with each other, but it's not
considered a "date," is it? Abby,
what do you think?
CYNTHIA IN EL PASO
DEAR CYNTHIA: My trusty
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
(10th Edition) defines "date" as
"an appointment to meet at a
specified time; esp. a social
engagement between two persons that often has a romantic
character." That definition
describes the engagement your
co-worker has with her husband, so she does indeed have a
"date." Dating while married is
a terrific way to keep romance
alive — don't you agree?
***

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send a
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
EL 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

r- ..EXCEPT THE 17 BILLION
PEOPLE WHO SNEAKED._
OUT AND BOUGHT
'DR ATKINS NEw DIET
REVOLUTION' LAST WEEK".

rr•

Ten years ago
Jeanne Fleming was named
Woman of the Year as pan of the
celebration of National Business
Woman's Week by the Murray
Business and Professional Women.
The announcement was made at the
annual prayer breakfast on Oct. 15.
Published is a picture of the
1949 class of Hazel High School at
its 40-year reunion held at the Hazel Community Center.
In football games Murray High
Tigers beat Fulton City, Calloway
County High Lakers beat Graves
County, and Murray State Racers
heat Tennessee State.
Twenty years ago
The new traffic light at Glendale
Road and 12th Street(US 641) was
turned on today at II a.m. The light
_was hung last week.
Kristy Starks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Starks, was crowned
Miss Rangerette of 1979 at the pageant sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of Woodmen of the World.
Scarlett Denise Miller, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Miller, was runner-up. Talent winner was Cheryl
Ann Herndon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndon.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Todd, Sept. 15,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Galloway, Oct. 5.
Thirty years ago
Specialist Five Terry L. Lax is
serving as an electronic technician
with the 245th Surveillance Aircraft Company at Marble Mountain
Air Facility, DaNang, Vietnam.

Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Witherspoon
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benny R.
Hatcher, Oct. 10; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Max Bailey and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Walker, Oct. 12; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coleman, Oct. 13.
Mrs. Artie Guthrie and Edgar
Morris were married Oct. 9 by Dr.
Samuel R. Dodson Jr. at his home.
Forty years ago
The Airport Finance Committee
reported that the city and county
residents had raised a total of
$34,690.44 for the construction of
an airport for Murray and Calloway
County. The site under option is
north of Penny off Highway 783
North. Other money available will
bring the total to about $40,000
which will be matched by $160,000
by state and federal funds, according to Audrey Simmons, fund drive
chairman, and Buford Hurt, chairman of the Airport Board.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Thweatt.
Fifty years ago
Rubie Smith of the Murray State
College faculty was elected president of the First District Education
Association at the 56th annual
meeting held at MSC. About 1,500
persons attended the meeting.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ragsdale, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Fitts, Oct. 11.
Blakely'
Walter
Mr. and Mrs.
were married for 50 years Oct 16.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 18, the
291st day of 1999. There are 74
days left in the year.
sons known only to himself, then
Today's Highlight in History:
decided to make a takeout double!
On Oct. 18, 1898, the AmeriNorth couldn't tell what was can flag was raised in Puerto Rico
going on but knew a good hand shortly before Spain formally relinwhen he saw one,so he raised to six
quished control of the island.
clubs. East didn't care what was
On this date:
going on: Two aces were two aces,
In 1685, King Louis XIV of
doubled.
so he
West,on lead,simmered awhile France revoked the Edict of Nantes,
the
recognized
had
and finally chose the spade king as which
his opening shot! South happily Huguenots, the nation's Protestant
won and led a trump to the jack, population.
losing to the ace. East returned a
In 1767, the Mason-Dixon Line,
spade, won by declarer with the the boundary between Maryland and
queen as East almost fell off his Pennsylvania, was agreed upon.
chair.
In 1867, the United States took
When South next led a club to
possession of Alaska from
formal
the queen, on which West proRussia.
duced the ten, East could contain
In 1892, the first long-distance
himself no longer. He leaned forline between Chicago
telephone
ward, red-faced, and whispered so
was formally opened.
York
New
and
could
it
that
partner
his
to
gently
In 1931, inventor Thomas Alva
be heard in all corners ofthe room:
"You idiot! You could have led a Edison died in West Orange, N.J.,
heart, a diamond or a club, and at age 84.
we'd have beaten the slam. InIn 1944, Soviet troops invaded
stead, your nimble brain had to Czechoslovakia during World War
chose a spade."
IISouth, who was not blind,
informathis
greeted
dumb,
deafor
In 1969, the federal governtion with cocked ear. He knew that
East was an excellent analyst, and ment banned artificial sweeteners
ifEast thought that a diamond lead known as cyclamates because of
could stop the slam, East must not evidence they caused cancer in
have any diamonds.
laboratory rats..
So South played a club to his
In 1982, former first lady Bess
nine, led a diamond and finessed Truman died at her home in Indethe nine! He had to, to make the pendence, Mo., at age 97.
slam.

Famous Hand
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•9 7
•A K Q 1096
+K Q J 83
EAST
WEST
41086532
•K J
A 10 4 2
V 9 76 5 3
•—
•J 8 4 3
+A 7 4
+ 10 2
SOUTH
•A Q 4
VKQJ8
•7 5 2
+965
The bidding:
North East
South West
Dble
6+
Dble
1+
Opening lead — king ofspades.

One year ago: Pope John Paul
ll celebrated Mass at the Vatican
marking the 20th anniversary of
his election to the papacy.

CROSSWORDS
41 Simon ID
42 Have dinner
at home
(2 wds )
44 Not subdued
45 Cool — —
cucumber
47 More
uncouth
49 Three (pref )
50 Certain
52 Lassoed
54 Likewise
55 Funeral car
57 Makes
amends
59 Ms Cannon,
et al
60 Author —
Carroll

ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
LIFE'S WEIRO, M(KE. ONE
12Ay you'RE HUMMING
ALONG AMP EvERyTHINCYs THE wAy IT
ALWA95 WAS.• •

THEN,SUDOENLy THE
ROAD 21VIDES AMP
`IOU FIND ,1'.%)IRSELF
TAKING A ToTA Lly
DIFFERENT PATH

AND IT'S AS IF eveRy"THIN& IN THE PAST
wAS PREPARING vol.)
FOR WHAT'S AHEAD-.
BUT you STILL CAN'T
QUITE SEE PAST THE.

120 ‘40t.) KNOW W44AT
I MEAN?

BENDS (N
"THE
ROAD!

GARFLELD
HERE,CHICKY, CHICKLI,
CHICKLO/

AND HE'S
AVAILABLE,
LADIES!

1

lt la
g
i

Li

1 Actress
Anouk
6 Friend (Sp.)
11 Begs
12 Fragments
14 Engineer's
deg.
15 Lavishes
fondness
17 Slash
18 Mature
20 Tin, e.g.
22 Sault Ste
Mane
23 Sleeveless
cloak
25 Clothing
fabric
27 Chaldean
city
28 Wear away
30 Valot
32 Excavates
34 Confederate
soldiers
35 British actor
John —
38 Medicinal
plant
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compound
6 Measurer
7 Haggard ID
8 April abbr
9 Sets
10 Harmful
11 Tranquility
13 Atmospheric
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NO, IT SHOWS HOW OUR
LIVES ARE CONTROLLED
BY THOSE IN POWER.
/
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PEANUTS
00E5 5TANDIN6 IN THE RAIN
WAITING FOR THE SCHOOL F3U5 SHOW
OUR DESIRE FOR EDUCATION?
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Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.

10-18 CO 1999 United Feature Syndicate

15 •18

14

CAVES
B ELLA
MAR I AS TROP
EDI fil
01 L
MON
S A MOO OEU
L'E

1 Fermented
drink
2 That is
(Latin abbr )
3 Insane
4 Esau's
country
5 Chemical

11

sP(tx.$

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

disturbance
16 Greenland
settlement
19 Poem part
21 Learnings
24 Roman
magistrate
26 — Peace
Prize
29 Type of moth
31 Ours — — to
reason why
33 Surgical
stitches
35 Grind
together
36 Gave out
37 Antic
39 Tends to the
iniured
40 Goodbye in
Madrid
43 Katmandu is
its capital
46 Like — — of
sunshine
48 Nerve
network
51 Time period
53 — -Jones
averages
56 Tin symbol
58 Nickel symbol

Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo.
$98.00
1 yr.
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address
City

Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Or call

(270)753-1916
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TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

It goes without saying that
partners should not discuss the
play ofa hand while it's in progress.
This is especially applicable to the
defenders. However, we all know
that, in many games, this rule is
very often broken.
Perhaps the most notorious
incident of this sort occurred,surprisingly enough, in a national
NO ONE CAN BE --pair championship many years
TRUSTED TO ST?
ago, with four Life Masters at the
OFF A DIET. j
table.
P
The bidding was astonishing.
Maybe South should have passed
originally, but in practice he
opened one club. West, for rea-

3

1 "DIETING I OUER
-I4E-444T LOSS 45 Cita!"

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY
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Kickers take spotlight
in NFL action Sunday
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By The Associated Press
Jason Hanson kicked six field
goals, including the game-winner
with 7 seconds left. Olindo Mare
had six of his own, and John Carney had a game-winner as time expired.
It was a big day for NFL kickers
in Detroit, New England and San
Diego.
Hanson actually made seven
field goals, but the next-to-last one
was waved off because of a delay
of game penalty on the Lions. After
the Vikings took a timeout to try to
ice him, Hanson kicked a 48-yarder
to give Detroit a 25-23 victor' over
Minnesota.
"You get nervbus, but you've
got to kick it while you're nervous," said Hanson, whose previous
career-high was four field goals in
one game.
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WINNING TEAM: Knight's Flooring recently won the United Way of Murray-Calloway County
Golf Tournament. Pictured (from left) are winning team members Mitch Knight, Brooks Darnell, Jimmy Knight, Tony Robinson and Peggy Billington.

SCOREBOARD
THE
RAMEY
AGENCY
AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
David Rarney
Agent
"Ask Me About Life Insurance"
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
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All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T Pct.
4
1
O 800
Miami
4
2
O .667
Buffalo
4
2
O 667
New England
3
O 600
2
Indianapolis
1
5
O 167
NY Jets
Central
1
O 833
Jacksonville
5
1
O 833
5
Tennessee
O 500
3
3
Pittsburgh
2
3
0 400
Baltimore
1
5
O 167
Cincinnati
6
O .000
0
Cleveland
West
4
0.800
1
San Diego
3
0.600
2
Seattle
0.600
3
2
Kansas City
3
0.500
3
Oakland
4
0.333
2
Denver
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
T Pct.
W
L
0 800
4
1
Washington
3
1
0 750
Dallas
0 400
2
3
N.Y. Giants
4
0.333
2
Arizona
0.333
4
Philadelphia
2
Central
0.600
3
2
Detroit
3..2_._600
Green Bay_
0.500
3
Chicago
3
0.400
2
3
Tampa Bay
0.333
2
4
Minnesota
West
01.000
5
0
St. Louis
0.500
3
San Francisco
3
0.400
Carolina
2
3
4
1
0 200
New Orleans
1
0 167
5
Atlanta

Sunday's Games
Jacksonville 24, Cleveland 7
Indianapolis 16, New York Jets 13
Miami 31. New England 30
Detroit 25, Minnesota 23
Oakland 20, Buffalo 14
Philadelphia 20, Chicago 16
Pittsburgh 17, Cincinnati 3
St. Louis 41. Atlanta 13
Tennessee 24, New Orleans 21
San Diego 13, Seattle 10
Denver 31, Green Bay 10
Carolina 31, San Francisco 29
Washington 24, Arizona 10
OPEN: Baltimore, Kansas City, Tampa Bay
Monday's Game
Dallas at New York Giants, 8 p.m
Thursday, Oct. 21
Kansas City at Baltimore, 7:20 p.m
Sunday, Oct. 24
Chicago at Tampa Bay, noon
Cincinnati at Indianapolis, noon
Cleveland at St. Louis, noon
Denver at New England. noon
Detroit at Carolina, noon
New Orleans at New York Giants, noon
Philadelphia at Miami, noon
San Francisco at Minnesota, noon
Washington at Dallas, noon
Green Bay at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Buffalo at Seattle. 3:15 p.m.
New. York Jets at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.'
OPEN: Arizona, Jacksonville, Tennessee
Monday, Oct. 25
Attar
. ita at Frasiaurgh„ 7 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Little Dribbler signups Saturday at CCHS

in Paul
Vatican
;ary of

Calloway County High School will host Little Dribbler signups Saturday
morning from 8 to 10:30 in the lobby of Jeffrey Gymnasium. Little Dribblers
is for boys and girls in grades K-2. Registration forms are available at area
schools and will also be available Saturday morning at CCHS.

--UI

CCHS girls' little league signups Saturday

he
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8.75
7.50
5.00
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tucky and LSU went down to the
final play before Seth Hanson's
field goal won a 39-36 thriller for
the Wildcats.
-On-Saturday, the gape may. _
have been over on the very' first
play, when Kentucky defensive end
Dennis Johnson stuffed LSU's Jerel
Myers for an II-yard loss on a reverse.
"Coach told us before the game,
'Beware of some trickery. They havent been playing too well, so they
want to score any way they can,"'
Johnson said. "So I just stayed
home and I saw the fullback come
at me and then I saw the reverse
and made a play on it"
Three plays later, Kendrick
Shanklin returned an LSU punt 56
yards for a touchdown, and the
Wildcats had all the points they
would need.
The win was Kentucky's biggest
ever over LSU and its third straight
double-digit win over a Southeastern Conference opponent, the first
time that's happened since 1977.
Kentucky now is one win away
from reaching bowl eligibility for
the second straight season and in
the SEC East title chase going into
Saturday's game at No. 14 Georgia

The Calloway County 8th grade football team won its fifth game of the
season last Thursday with a 50-6 win over Fulton County at Jack Rose Stadium.
Josh Young led the Lakers with 156 yards on 14 carries and three touchdowns. J.P. Davis gained 69 yards on just two carries and scored twice
while Tyler Boggess and David Free each had a touchdown. Tyler Collins
scored on a two-point conversion while Brandon Steele completed conversion passes to Logan Walker and Clay Carman and ran for another.
Defensively, Seth Barrow and Free each recorded interceptions and Cory
McBee and Bogges had tackles for losses.
Calloway finishes its season Tuesday at home against Mayfield. The 7th
grade game begins at 5:30 p.m. with the 8th grade contest to follow.

The Racer Club
.will
meet

Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at
12:00 Noon
i-,..
at
,.
•
the Sirloin
Stockade
A.
.

RACERS

A 47-yard field goal by Hanson
put Detroit on top 22-20 with 7:06
remaining, but the Vikings weren't
•
Jeff George, who replaced ineffective Randall Cunningham, had a
38-yard completion to Jake Reed in
a 71-yard drive that set up Gary
Anderson's 26-yarder to give Minnesota (2-4) a 23-22 lead. Still,
some of the Vikings thought they
should have gone for a touchdown
instead of settling for that field
goal.
"I wanted a touchdown," said
Randy Moss, who had-10 receptions for 125 yards and a TD.
- On the %/ninth-011 goal, anson was good from 43 yards out,
but officials flagged the Lions(3-2)
for delay. Then the Vikings called a
timeout in an effort to test Hanson's nerves before he hit the winner.
"I wish it never came down to
me, actually, but that's what the
game is about," Hanson said.

•

Imr Vs Fur YOU
Swum,THE
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CAR OR TRUCK
1998 Dodge 1500 LWB 4x4 SLT Pickup st. #
00042.1 V-8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
$18,995
Green fTan, 36,000 miles

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT Pickup st. #
00165.1 White/Tan, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L, T/C,
$15,986
Cassette

1997 Chevrolet Cavalier - st. #00036.1 2D, Auto,
$6,995
A/C, T/C, Red, 62,000 miles
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 st. # 00069.1 v-8, Blue,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles

$12,995
1997 GMC'Jimmy - St. #99229.1 40, 4WD, SLE.
$17,995
V-6, P/W. P/L, T/C

Nobody can protect your

maroon,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles

AUTO
any better than

1996 Plymouth Voyager st. # 00157.1 Teal, V-6,
$8,995
Auto, NC, 7 passenger cloth seats
State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock

$10,986

1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - st. # 00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, NC, PS/PB, 62,060 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring Lxi Coupe st. # 502.1
$10,995
White, V-6, All power, Leather
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2., Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

and

Suiter

753-3415

$11,976
1995 Dodge Dakota Sport st. # 00088.2 V-6, Auto,
$8,450
A/C, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles
1995 Chrysler Sebring Lxi - St # 99002.3 Blue. V-6,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 43,000 miles $10,995
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - st. # 99266 2 V-8,
$7,995
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles
1995 Nissan Altima SE - st. # 00017.1. Auto, A/C, 6
P/W, P/L. T/C

ell

l
e

1995 Ford Windstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan, V-6,
$9,450
auto., PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise

The Stihl 017 to'
chain saw IF I

95
MSRP for a
Amited time

www.stihlusa.com

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Mare kept Miami in its game
against the Patriots by making six
field goals- breaking an NFL record with four or more -for th.
fourth straight game. Mare's sextet
included a 53-yarder with 3:01 left
that set the stage for Miami's final
drive, capped by Damon Huard's 5yard TD pass to Stattley Pritchett
with 23 seconds left for a 31-30
win.
Carney's game-winner came on
the final play of the game, a 41-yarder that gave San Diego a 13-10
win over Seattle.
In other games, Jacksonville
beat Cleveland 24-7, Indianapolis
-tdmal
kts -116-f3,
topped Chicago 20-16; Tennessee
downed New .Orleans 24-21; Oakland defeated Buffalo 20-14; Pittsburgh beat Cincinnati 17-13; St.
Louis crushed Atlanta 41-13; San
Diego edged Seattle 13-10; Denver
downed Green Bay 31-10; Carolina
nipped San Francisco 31-29 and
Washington tripped Arizona 24-10.

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,

CCMS football downs Fulton County 50-6

Order
M/C

[Imes

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Something strange is-going on in
Lexington.' ,.
In what many assunied would be
a rebuilding season following the
loss of star quarterback Tint Couch
.and star wideout Craig Yeast to the
NFL, and the departure of a number of other mainstays, this year's
Kentucky team may actually be
better than last year's Outback
Bowl squad.
A 31-5 thrashing of LSU left no
doubt in the mind of tight end
James Whalen Jr.
"I guarantee it," Whalen said
Saturday. "We're a better team, and
I think it is because we expect to
win."
The difference shows on the
scoreboard, where in recent weeks
Kentucky has been handily winning
games that last year were close
calls or losses.
Last year's 27-20 loss at Arkansas became a 31-20 home upset of
the Razorbacks. A 33-28 squeaker
over South Carolina, in .1998 became an easy 30
:10 win at Columbia. - In 1998, at Baton Rouge, Ken-

Calloway County High School will host girls' little league basketball signups
Saturday morning from 8 to 10:30 in the lobby of Jeffrey Gymnasium for
girls in grades 3-6. Registration forms are available at area schools and will
also be available Saturday morning at CCHS.
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Wildcats pound LSU,
prepare for Georgia
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1994 Chevrolet S-10 LS st. #00021.1 V-6, Auto,
$5,986
NC, Cassette
1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221 2 All
Power Leather,,79,000

1994 Ford F150 XLT Ext. Cab Pickup - St. #
OmOil0
e7
s9.2 Black, V-8, Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, 78,000

Your neighbors
will never see the
price tag.

$9,995
1994 P
A ultyomouth Laser - st. # 00106.1 A/C, PS/PB,
$3,995
1994 Lincoln Continental - st. # 99356.1 Silver, All
$9,450
Power, Leather
1994 Ford F150 Ext. Cab XLT Pickup - st #
00135.5 White/Silver, V-8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
$11,995
54,000 miles

It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

•
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

mbytfp
Are you readyforag

Murray Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

( "Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company." )

Pt-PP't-ifY
4fib.
Ufl
Dodge
Oodge Truths

4111.
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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holds off
MSU
ETU in 37-32 victory
BY-.SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Allowing 32 points wouldn't normally be considered a successful
defensive performance.
But in this case it was.
Clinging to a narrow five-point
lead in the gatple's waning minutes. the Murray State Racers relied
on their much-maligned defense
to save a 37-32 Homecoming win
over Eastern illinois Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Panthers (1-6, 1-2 OVC)
pulled to within five points on a
49-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Anthony Buich to wideout Frank Cutolo with 9:11 rernaining, and appeared poised to steal
the game after recovering a Racer
fumble at their own 44 just seconds later.
But a battered and often criticized Racer defense had other
ideas, stopping Eastern Illinois on
three potential game-winning drives
in the final eight minutes.
Dorion - Berry
Linebacker
stopped the first drive with a .quarterback sack at midfield, and then
forced another Panther punt with
his second sack at the MSU 48
with less than three minutes remaining.
The Racers squelched EILT's last
comeback attempt when tackle
Kareem Vaughn dropped Buich for
a 6-yard loss on a fourth-and-11
play from the Panther 28 with :45
showing on the clock.
"I'm very pleased with the way
our defense stepped up," said Murray head coach Denver Johnson.
"When the game was on the line,
they nailed it shut for us. This is
something they_cavbuild on."

MSU 37, Eastern Illinois 32
10 12 3 7-32
3 20 7 7-37
First Quarter
EIU—McDavid 2 run (Lamer kicki. 10 16
EIU—FG Lamer 49, 9-02
MSU—FG Miller 42. 4 03
Second Quarter
MSU—Linville 1 run (Miller kick), 12:28
EIU—Brown 1 run (kick tailed), 7:28
MSU—English 5 run (Miller kick), 2:27
EIU—Cutolo 98 kickoff return (run tailed),
209
MSU—Manning 4 run (pass tailed). 00'19
Third Quarter
MSU—Tillman 33 pass from Fuente (Miller
kick), 10:28
EtU—FG Lamer 44, 6'15
Fourth Quarter
MSU—Linville 2 run (Miller kick). 11:11
EIU—Cutolo 49 pass from Buich (Lamer
kick), 9:11
A-9,277.
E. Illinois
Murray St.

Eastern Illinois looked to spoil
the Racers' Homecoming celebration, jumping out to a 10-0 lead
on a 2-yard touchdown run by
tailback Jabarey McDavid and a
49-yard field goal by Chad Larner.
But Murray knotted the game
on a 42-yard field goal from Greg
Miller and a 1 -yard scoring plunge
by fullback Tim Linville.
Cutolo gave the Panthers a 2217 edge on a 98-yard kickoff return
with 2:09 left in the second period.
However. the Racers took the
lead for good on a 4-yard run
by senior Jermaine Manning just
before the halftime break.
Manning - a little-used tailback
- gave the MSU running game a
big boost with 138 yards on 25
carries in the absence of starter
Justin Bivins, who is out indefinitely with a torn knee ligament.
"My (po§itioti)coach always told

EIU
16
First downs
37-093
Rushes-yards
264
Passing
16-26-1
Comp-Att-Int
222
Return Yards
5-47.8
Punts-Avg
0-0
Fumbles-Lost
10-89
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession 29:38

MSU
28
47-203
280
22-36-0
125
3-51.3
3-3
4-23
30:22

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—E Illinois, McDavid 21-84. Brown
4.21, Taylor 3-16. Butch 9-(minus-28) Murray St Manning 25-135, Jackson 13-47,
Linville 6-16, English 1-5, Fuente 2-0
PASSING—E Illinois, Buich 16-26-1 264
Murray St., Fuente 22-36-0 280
RECEIVING—E Illinois. Kreke 6-74, Cutoto 5-94, Taylor 2-36, Bumphus 1-47, Davis
1-14 Murray St Perez 6-69, Tillman 4-66,
Jackson 4-34 French 2-27, Boykins 2-21,
Linville 1-22. McKeel 1-17, Manning 1-12,
Valenti .4-12

me to wait for my chance," Manning noted. "And that chance
I just always try
came today
to run hard and hit the hole, and
I think I was able to do that."
The Racers, who piled up 483
total yards, got yet another big
performance from quarterback
Justin Fuente (22-0f-36, 280 yards).
Joe Perez led the receiving corps
with six catches for 69 yards. Terrance Tillman, who had 66 yards
on four catches, caught MSU's
only touchdown pass- a 33-yard
scoring strike from Fuente with
10:28 to go in the third quarter.
The win was a step in the right
direction for Johnson's club, who
still faces a difficult task ahead
with conference games against Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech and
leader Tennessee State.
MSU has a short week ahead,
taking the field again Thursday
night against non-conference foe
Samford at Roy Stewart Stadium.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

OFF AND RUNNING...Murray State sophomore tight end Josh McKeel heads downfield after
catching a pass in Saturday's win. He is pursued by_Eastern Illinois' John Williams.

Sox can't
overcome
mistakes,
umpires

MSU
volleyball
falls to
SEMO
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's voil leyball team fought hard, but was
unable to overcome the top-ranked
team in the Ohio Valley Conference - Southeast Missouri - Friday, and lost at home 15-12. 1315, 15-12, 18-16.
Murray State fell to 10-7 overall and 7-3 in the OVC while SEMO
improved to 14-5, 6-1 OVC.
Murray State tied the school
record for kills in a single match
(100, set against Morehead Oct.
24, 1998).
"I thought we played tough.'
said MSU coach David Schwepker. "We played with intensity
from the start and throughout the
whole match. We played hard, but
SEMO is great, no doubt about
that. We were good, but (SEMO)
was strong. We played awesome:
We played well."
—Setiol- middle • blocker Sarah
Ernst set the school record for
individual kills in a four-game
match (30), becoming the first
Racer to reach the 30-kill plateau
since Melissa Bridges had as many
against SEMO Nov. 5, 1996.
Senior setter Mica Wojinski
came within one assist of tying
her own single-match mark, dishout
out 84 assists, a school record
third career match with 80 or
more assists.
On offense, Murray State was
led by Emst's team-high 30 kills.
Sophomore outside hitters Jessica
Wood and Audrey Nelson added
21 kills each, and senior outside
hitter Rachel Kulp had 11. Freshman setter Chrissy Dabbert served
up a match-high four aces for the
Racers while senior outside hitter
Krista Shumard added three.
On defense, MSU was guided
by Nelson's 21 digs. Wood added
17, Wojinski and junior middle
blocker Rachael Neighbords had
15 digs apiece and Dabbert had
12.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

TAKING A TUMBLE...Murray State senior running back Jermaine Manning (22) is brought down by Eastern Illinois
free safety Corey Lewis Saturday. Manning rushed for 135 yards in MSU's 37-32 homecoming win.

By JIMMY ,GOLEN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — It's hard to
tell which mistakes were more damaging to the Boston Red Sox: the
four they made, or the two committed by the umpires.
The Red Sox errors led to three
unearned runs, including the gamewinner Saturday night as New
York rallied to win 9-2 and take
a 3-1 lead in the best-of-7 AL championship series.
But it was the umpires' mistakes that frustrated the Red Sox
and their fans for a second time
this series.
"I didn't make the right call,"
second base umpire Tim Tschida
said after seeing a television replay
that confirmed Chuck Knoblauch
missed the tag on Jose Offerman
in the eighth inning.
"It's a very difficult play to
get in the position you want," Tschida said. "And that's a frustrating
thing for in umpire, because we
like to call everything properly:"
The Red Sox were trailing 32 with a runner on first and one
out in the eighth when John
Valentin grounded the ball to
Knoblauch. He took a swipe at
Offerman on his way to second
base, and Tschida signaled an out.
"I'm very sure the umpires
don't want to play a part in the
outcome of the ballgame," Valentin
said. "It's just too bad it turned
out that way."

Mets win 15-inning marathon over Braves 4-3
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — After 5 hours, 46
minutes of incredible twists and overwhelming drama, no one could figure out
the score.
Was it 4-3? 5-3? 7-3?
It didn't matter. The New York Mets,
once again salvaging their season with an
improbable comeback, lived to play another day in the NL championship series.

Robin Ventura's grand slam-single —
huh? — drove home the winning run in
the 15th inning Sunday, giving the Mets a
4-3 victory over the Atlanta Braves in Game
5 of a series that is rapidly becoming one
for the ages.
Certainly, the game that cut Atlanta's
lead in the best-of-7 series to 3-2 will be
remembered as one of the greatest in postseason history, "one of the ones they show
on the sports classic channel." in the words

of Orel Hershiser.
The 482-pitch epic ended in confusion,
with two runners crossing the plate while
Ventura was mobbed by _his__ teammates
before he could get to second base after
hitting an apparent grand slam. Workers
pulled up the bases, the umpires left the
field and everyone in the press box desperately sought out the actual score.
"As long as I touched first, we won,"

Ventura said. "That's fine with me."
About 10 minutes after the game ended,
official scorer Red Foley said Ventura was
credited, _not with a grand slam but with a
run-scoring single, and the final was 4-3.
The umpires insisted the score was 5-3, counting both runners who came home before
the celebration. The NL eventually ruled it
4-3, saying Foley and the Elias Sports
Bureau were responsible for the final decision.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RA-nis

7534916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
I All .4 Ad, Hum Run Walton 6 AI, Pert.,1
imnimuln lo day 6g per acwd per day fof each additional consecutive day
in. 52.
C,tr.1 for Shopper ITue..(reds so into Shopping Gordel $20.)extra for blind box ad,
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Just Say "Charge it"
010

010

010

TO THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF GRACE CALLICOTT:
Last Known Address: 2381 Old Corydon Road, Henderson,
Kentucky 42420
The undersigned attorney was appointed Warning Order Attorney on
August 3.0, 1999 to warn the above-referenced individual of the pendency of an action filed in the Calloway County Circuit Court entitled
Dorsey j. Frank r- Jack Lifland Joyce Hiland, Grace Callicott and the
Unknown Spouse of Grace Callicott, Civil Action File No. 99-CI-301.

On April 27, 1997 and April 26, 1999, the Plaintiff Dorsey J. Frank
purchased two (2) certificates, of delinquency from the Calloway
- Co.unty.Clerles Offiee for' the tax years 1094, 1995, and 1998.in the
total amount of$104.99. By virtue of these purchases, plaintiff has an
interest in the real estate which is the subject of this lawsuit. The
Defendant Grace Callicott has an interest in the portion of the real
estate which is the subject of this action by virtue of a deed from
Smithwood Development Corporation, Inc. dated December 29, 1970
and recorded in Book 148, Card 247, on December 30, 1970, in the
Calloway County Clerk's office.
The above-referenced real estate is not subject to division pursuant to
KRS 134.490; the Plaintiff is a private person and owner of the
Certificates of Delinquency and wishes to enforce the liens against
the properties and foreclose in order to satisfy the Certificates of
Delinquency and have the properties subject to this action disposed of
at a Master Commissioner's sale.
The Unknown Spouse of Grace Callicott is enjoined as a Defendant
due to the marital interest he may have in the property subject to this
action. Unless a defense or answer to this lawsuit is made on or before
October 20, 1999, a judgment by default may be granted and any
interest of the Unknown Spouse of Grace Callicott will be terminated
and transferred to the Plaintiff. Copies of the Complaint can be
obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway
County Judicial Building, 312 North Fourth Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

Adopted by the City Council on October 14,
1999.
s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor

FREE Pregnancy Tests'
Life House 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Full
Murray
$31.50.
size
- Sewing Center. 759-8400.
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls
& loft. For sale. 753-5940.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1999-2000
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
COPELAND ORCHARDS
Mayfield, Ky.
Apples, tomatoes,
fall decorations, pumpkins.
Thur.-Mon.
Call 270-623-8312.

Personals
MALE, late fifties, seeking
female about the same
age. Respond to P.O.Box
297, Hardin, Ky 42048.

THIS space is reserved

the day might come,

'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

TAX LEVY
Tangible
$.373

Real Estate
$.373

Call 753-1916

Total Property Tax Levy.(KRS 157.440, KRS 160.476)A portion of the levy $.57 cents, has been committed to the Building Fund.(Please note that this amount must be a least the rate to produce the
5 cent equivalent as shown on the tax rate certification.)
Motor Vehicle Tax Levy: $.521
Permissive Tax Levies: Occupational Tax (KRS 160.605)
Excise tax
(KRS 160.621)

Funds
1
2
310
320
350
51
Grand
Total

, Utility Tax (KRS 160.613) 3%,

ESTIMATED BUDGET
Beginning Balances &
Estimated Receipts
$14,305.702.43
$2,898,692.50
$837,456.30
$593,008.47
$991,939.78
$1,589,753.07

Estimated
Expenditures
$14,305,702.43
$2,898,692.50
$837,456.30
$593,008.47
$991,939.78
$1,589,753.07

$21,216,552.55

$21,216,552.55

DEBT SERVICE
Annual Principal and Interest on Revenue Bonds
Energy Project Bonds

$664,464.20
$112,937.08

/Bard Chairmen's SignArt

Day With The
Murray Ledger & Times

A Ch,,c,am
Retirement Commnnity

Making time with the
kick drum, the beat on
the snare, his solo on "Wipe-Out," as
good as you'd hear!

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Happy 50th Birthday
DOnald Wade Lovett!
c,
doo,
c_pcpu-op

Independent Living for Seniors over 55!

Full-Time or
PRN Aide
Experience preferred,
will train. Mature individual who enjoys
working with elderly.
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave
753-1916

workers. Call 437-4566.

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If

-tree local claim service'

DRIVERS
Burn Up The Highway
With A New Career!!!!!
'30.000+ 1st Year!
'14 Day CDL Training If
Qualified!
'No Exp/ No Problem!
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
TRUCK DRIVING
SCHOOL
1-800-995-5832
CDL Holders
1-800-958-2353.
DRIVERSWE-E-D-E-D
FREE SEMINAR
Presented By Franklin
Truck Driving School.
WHEN: Tue., Oct. 19th.
TIME: 10AM-2PM-6PM
WHERE: Super 8 Motel
1100 Links Lane, Mayfield,
KY Learn How To Earn
$600-800 Week
by
Attending This Seminar
or Call Glenn Dexter
1-800-995-5832
No Experience Necessary
Housing AvailableJust A Great Opportunity
For You All You Need To
Do Is To Attend
Free Seminar

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY III- Full time,
benefits, Tsvo-• years college, four years upperlevel secretarial experience required. Additional
related work experience
and college education
exchanged year- for- year
to meet qualifications.
Strong public relations,
organizational, bookkeeping, secretarial/ personal
computer skills required; DRIVERSVan OTR Professionals!
Microsoft Office, Internet,
Join A Rock Solid
e-mail and supervisory
experience
preferred. Nationwide Company That
Experience working with Has Stayed Profitable And
confidential and / or sensi- Taken Care Of Its Drivers
For Over 50 Years.
tive information needed.
Up To $.32 To Start, $.02
Salary $7.88 per hour.
Safety Bonus, Complete
Keyboarding test required.
Benefit Pkg, $1,000 Sign
Apply
Human
at:
On Bonus, And More!
Resources, Murray State
Must Have Class A CDL.
University, 404 Sparks
800-473-5581.
Hall, Murray. KY 42071Murray
3312. EEO, M/F/D, AA ESTABLISHED
employer.
business seeks person
DETAIL/ CAR CLEANUP with Windows, bookkeepFull time position available ing & collections experiimmediately
for
car ence. Send resume to:
cleanup. Applicants should 2008 Brentwood Terrace,
be responsible, dedicated Nashville, TN. 37211.

as cherm.therapy. For

All inclusive:
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Help Wanted

905 Sycamore, Murray. KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

PART Time Office assistant PAINTER, 3 years expen
needed for busy medical ence. Transportation &
office. Opportunity for tem- phone a must. 489-2512.
porary full time hours in 6
SAFETY advisors.
months. Good communica2500 rnaior company
tion and computer skills
expanding. Will train.
required. Experience preCall Monday -Thursday
ferred. Send resume with
10:00AM-2:00PM.
references to: P.O. Box
270-444-7564
1040-D Murray, KY 42071
SONIC Drive In is now hirRECEPTIONISTing cooks, fountains and
Full Time. Mature,
car hops. Apply at Sonic
organized, & dependable.
Drive In, 217 South 12th
P.O. Box 527,
Street, Murray. No phone
Murray, KY 42071.
call please.
RESTAURANT Managers
are needed for our restaurant in Murray. The suc&Childcare
cessful applicant should be
energetic, mature, dependable and able to get the job CLEANING houses is my
done. Must be able to work business. Reliable. Call
days. nights and week- Linda. 759-9553.
House ends. Can you meet the- EXPERIENCED
Reasonable
challenge? Send resume Keepers.
to: Restaurant Manager rates. Call 901-498-6333.
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray,
KY 42071.
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060

your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such

905 Gienitaie Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

*Nell-denominational
Christian environment
.2 meals a day
•MCCH Home Health Care
•Paid utilities
Services
*Housekeeping and laundry •Studio, one & two
transportation
•Scheduled
bedroom apartments

.

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

Jump-Start Your

ctenate

you'd find him crusin' i
round Jerry's Burning
rubber in his Camaro, S
bright red like a cherry!

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

By order of the Calloway County School District Board of Education.

ij/27_FY
Date

In his younger years

I

In compliance YAM Kentucky Revised Statues and the regulations of the Kentucky Board of Just give us a call, we'll
Education, we, the board of education of the above named school district, hereby submit to you for
be glad to help,
approval our General Budget adopted September 9, 1999 showing the tax levies specified by this
Your loved one we'll
board and the estimated receipts and expenditures proposed for school year 1999-2000.
try to find,
This budget 'provides for a school term of 1050 hours.

1s

EYE

His family wants no pity, simply asks you
say Should you happen to see, him
s 'Have a Happy Birthday!"

Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

-lb the Kentucky Board of Education, Frankfort-, KY:
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LUMP

Alas now, with GREAT age, he's MUCH
S slower to go. No more beating the
toms for this OLD Warrior of Alma!

Summary Prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

759-5177

clancrOP

CIREPUPP

S

Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

BIBLE
MESSAGE

Help Wanted

Legal Notice

SINGLE, tired of being
alone? Meet available,
f-17/111/
high
quality
singles.
Starting at $99.00.
Heartland Connections. 115 yrs experience,
800-879-7385.
Lifetime member
WANTED:
Occasional
Freelance Photographers
rides to Benton with someOrganization.
one who lives in Murray
Personalized collectors
and works in Benton. Will
Warren K. Hopkins
millennium calender with
help out with gas expensAttorney at Law
12-8X10's and_
es. Call Mrs. Adams at
405 Maple-Street, Suite B
25 personalized dates.
759-9678.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270-753-1001.
BETH'S
New
&
Redo
Telephone:(270) 759-9504
Sewing. Phone 759-0768.
Facsimile:(270) 759-9821
Anytime!
•
LOST: English Pointer.
Male, white with reddish
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
brown spots. Named:
DIVISION OF FINANCE
Freckles, Family pet. Lost
on Main St. Middle School.
GENERAL BUDGET
753-5907.

••

VISA
060

ORDINANCE NUMBER 99-1197
ordinance
of the City of Murray authorizAn
ing.(1)_ the quiyor to execute an agreement
between TWFANCH-TWO Co., d/b/a/ Murray
Cablecomm, and the City of Murray extending term of existing franchise agreement and
(2) the restructuring of Murray Cablecornm.

On April 20, 1998, the Plaintiff Dorsey J. Frank purchased two (2)
certificates of delinquency from the Calloway County Clerk's Office
for the tax year 1997 in the amounts of $23.21 and $16.11. By virtue
of these purchases, the plaintiff has an interest in the real estate
which is the subject of the above-referenced action. The Defendants
Jack Hiland and Joyce Hiland have an interest in the portion of the
real estate subject to this action by virtue of a deed from Nicholas
D'Andrea dated May 30, 1972, and recorded in Book 151, Card 508,
on June 5, 1972, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's office.

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

010
Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

S2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday IShopping Guide)

010
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The Murray Ledger & Times
The kat Kept Swot in town
Call 7534916

-:
,
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FULL Time driver needed
with CDL license or 5 years
experience. Position open
immediately. Call 270-4374566.
HIRING Day Time (10-4) &
night time closer's. Must be
able to work weekends.
Apply between 2 & 4. MonFn. Speak to a manager.
Wendy's of Murray.
MARTHA'S Restaurant
needs a prep cook.
Experience necessary.
Apply in person
1407 N. 12th St.
NEED applicants for light
industrial positions. "3
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call
People Lease 753-0017.
10-12 & 1-3 M-T. Apply at
1406 E. North 12TH St.
Murray
OWN A Computer?
Put It To Work,
$25- $75 Per Hour
1-800-705-3438
Ext. 8 or
www.home-biz.com
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Have you seen an ad for
Driver Training that looks
too good to be true? Be
careful. It probably is! At
West Kentucky Technical
College we offer a quality
program that goes further
than the bare minimum.
in
Train
Mayfield,
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT!!!
270-477-8866
EEEO M/F11)

Sheet
Metal
HVAC
Journeymen
Mechanics/Duct Installers for commercial & residential applications. Service
technician. Paid holidays & vacation.

759-2288
ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD BENEFITS

GOOD PAY
GOOD FUTURE

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food co. that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking for mature, personable and aggressive route managers who
want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
No less than 25K a year. Unlimited potential.
You will be supplied with everything you need
to succeed, complete training.
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
PROFIT SHARING
INCENTIVES
NO INVESTMENTS
INSURANCE
—
—
You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-233-1632
Sales Manager Stewart Douglas
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SPORTS WRITER
Murray Ledger & Times seeks
full time sports writer to cover'
high school and university
spng
orti evn
ets. Must have a
strong knowledge of AP style and
be able to cover a variety of sports.
Benefits include: health, dental and vision
insurance, paid vacation and sick days.
Interested individuals send resume and three clips to:
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Murray Ledger & Times

COr

Attn: Amy Wilson
P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071
f2701 753-1916

Ca

Surgery Registered
Nurse Circulator
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has a full-time
opening for a Registered Nurse Circulator in its
Surgery Department. Requirements include 3 years
operating room experience with Post Anesthesia
Care Unit and Same Day Surgery experience, ACLS
and BLS certification, and preferable CNOR. Salary
commensurate with experience with excellent benefit package.
Qualified applicants are to submit applications to the
Department of Employment Services in Mayfield.
Murray or Paducah.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
E0E/M/F/D/V

WestView
NURSING

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Full-Time; 3 p.m.-11 p.m. shift
Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care.
CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
CP762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
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p.m.
3 p.m.
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nation &
39-2512

320

160
Home Furnishings

Mutinies
OPPoetunNY
DO You own a small bd.ness? Would you like to
market your products globally? Electronic stores (e•
commerce) is changing the
way people do business.
For minimum cost, you can
potentially market your
products to millions of customers daily. For information or an appointment to
learn more, please call
270-753-1072.
FOR Rent, Commercial
building with 2 garage
doors. Easily accessible. In
high traffic area. 717 South
4th. Call 753-7668, Days.
753-4919- Nights.
110

SALE- Bedding Sets &
at
starting
recliners
$149.95. 3 piece living
groups
room
table
$199.95. Sofa's starting at
$275. Sectional's starting
at $549.95. Extra savings
throughout the
store!
Carraway Furniture. 105 N.
3rd St.
753-1502

COLLECTION of antiques
and primitives. Oak bed.
wardrobe, hall tree, dresser, organ. Farm table,
wood cook-stove, quilts &
accessories. Call anytime
436-2968.

BectrOMPS

MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE
1990 Fleetwood
Reflection
70x16, 3 BR, 2 bath.
has
central
air.
underpinning
Located at Coach
Estates
Mobile
Hoctie Park, Lot #A1. Ready to move
into. For $15,000
plus tax. $800 down,
$206 per month.
Call 1-800-455-3001
Sta'rks Bro. Homes
Benton, KY

10Sofs

Dmpany

Fill train
"hursday
)0PM
564

is now hirftains and
f at Sonic
iouth 12th
No phone

METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
lash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes.
Will work
with
auto
winders. 35MM, medium
format equipment auto to
45 feet. Complete w/
bracket & Quantum battery. $350. Call 753-5778.
Computers

*kw

ses is my
ible Call

House
easonable
98-6333

7IED

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.
436-5933. ,
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

LYNNGROVE
MUMS.
Mobile Homes For Rent
$4.00 in pots. $3.00 in the
field. 7219 St Rt 94W. Call 2 Br., 2 bath on 1 1/2 acre
435-4569.
lot with 24x24 block garage
& additional storage building. Kirksey area. No pets_
Heavy Equipment
489-2277.
MEADOW Mill with 471
Detroit engine $5000 obo
759-1039

Fiftwood
FIREWOOD
Oak & hickory.
Call 492-8266
SEASON Oak & Hickory.
$35.00 Rick. 753-7457.

140
Want to Buy

Metal
mmer;ervice
tion.

ID PAY
JTURE

e, prof)usiness
ire, per:.rs who
and are
is.

otential.
ou need

TIVES
LANCE

e. a good
ed call
I2

IS

"on
clips to:

Musical

ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456

ions to the
Mayfield,

se

'ircle
6

3BR. trailer with full basement and shop underneath. 2 acres of land with
big garage. Also carport.
C/H/A.
Croppie
Subdivision. 167 Wilkins
,
Dr.270-436-5570..
IN The CoUntry. 2br, 2
bath, good
condition.
Mobile home, C/H/A. Good
neighborhood. Partially furnished, including washer &
dryer. Children welcome,
approved pet welcome.
Reasonable rent, deposit &
1 year lease required. 4892939. after 6p.m.
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
No pets 753-9866

LEARN GUITAR

Articles
For Sale
7 SOLID Oak, 9f1 padded
pews. $200. each
753-8200.
LR Suit, teal. Camel back
King size bed, firm w/solid
frame & drawers. Maple
table, 4 chairs, 2 leaves.
492-8615.
TREATEDSçjjnthes
Carved. 2"x2" by 36"
$1.30 each. 436-5170.
TWIN Mattress & box
springs. Metal frame. 6ft
metal step ladder. Solid
Oak dining table, 4 dining
chairs by Stanley. Nordic
Trak walker. Adjustable
measurement dress form.
'Toiiirfqtrailer for car. Large
Radio Flyer wooden childrens wagon. 2 matching
room size rugs with matching runners. Navy backgrounds, floral designs. 4
wooden bar stools. 4892939.
WHITE washer & dryer,
$200. Brass-tone twin bed.
$35.
Treadle
sewing
machine, $75. Pionex 486
computer, complete, $200.
Call 767-9528.
WOODBURNING
Chromed lettered Ashley
fireplace insert.
Thermostat controlled
blower. Like new $300.00
753-7596

full-time
ttor in its
ie 3 years
knesthesia
ACLS
)R. Salary
lent bene-

3BR, 11/2 bath $275
3br, 1 bath $260
753-6012

BEGINNING
Piano
Lessons in my home.
College degree .in Musical
CASH paid for good,_ used Education. Call 753-9014.
rifles, shotguns, and pis- Evenings & weekends.
tols. Benson Sporting
CURRIER Spinet Pidno. NICE Wide Mobile Home
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Excellent
condition. for rent. Suitable for couMurray.
Medium Oak $750. obo. ple, no pets. Call 492-8348
evenings.
FURNITURE (Antique or Call 759-4523 after 5p m.
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.
150

•Play chords
•Read music
•Play by ear
•Play melodies
•All ages
welcome
'Competitive
hourly and
half-hourly rates
Contact
Jason Mize at
753-9428

Mobile Homes For Sale

14X70 1982 Fleetwood
located 5 miles from town
on North side. 3br. 2 bath.
2 wooded decks. 28x28
garage. Paved drive with
fenced yard. $30.000.
759-0892.
1975 FLAMINGO. 12x60.
11/2 bath. Large living
room. C/H/A. 436-5471.
1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath.
Additional insulation. All
electric, Central A/C. 270247-5305.
1997
CLAYTON
Doublewide. 28x60, 3br, 2
bath. Gas fireplace. Must
be moved. Must sell.
Reduced to $35,000. obo.
Call 759-4293.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

LOT for rent. 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
SPACE For Rent
Available now. 767-0035
Business Rentals
1000 SQ. FT. Retail or
Office. Country Square.
121 Bypass. Call
753-5690
BUILDING_ #1 120ft.X50ft.
concrete block building.
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
3500 sq.ft. in storage. Gas
heat and large parking lot.
Building#2 41ftX26ft.
Concrete building.
Building#3 16f1X36ft.
Wood building.
All buildings located at
701 S. 4th St. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935,Thr
more information.

1 & 2br apts. Starling a 1Br Utilities furatshed
$220 per month. 11i2 miles Coleman RE 759-4118
from MSU. Some utilities
Duplex apt. Very
paid. Washers & dryers on 2BR
area.
nice
premises. No pets. 767- clean,
Appliances furnished. Call
9037
753-8588.
1 OR 2br apts near downEXTRA Nice 2br,
town Murray starting at
With garage, appliances
$200/mo. 753-4109
furnished, w/d. Central Gas
1400 sq.ft. duplex, all Ft/A. 1yr. lease. 1 month
appliances
included, deposit. No pets. 753garage, 2Br. 2 baths. 2905.
Available 10-1-99 753NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34573.
4br house w/washer &
1BR apt available, all appli- dryer, furnished, near
ances furnished. Mur-Cal MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
Realty. 753-4444.
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
2BR Duplex at 113 South 753-0606 after 5pm.
13th St 270-753-6001
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
2BR duplex, central h/a, bath.
equipped
Fully
including
appliances
furnished. kitchen
Available now. Coleman microwave. Washer and
RE 759-4118
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
maintenance
included.
2BR New Townhouses
Security deposit and lease.
available now. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman RE. No pets.
753-9240.
759-4118.
2BR Upstairs. Economical NOW taking applications
Located at 5353, 121S for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
$285/ month. Rent/
Apartments.
902
deposit. 489-2296.
Dr.
Equal
2BR, 1 bath w/carport. Northwood
Opportunity. 759central h/a, appliances fur- Housing
4984. TDD# 1-800-247nished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753- 2510.
RED OAKS APTS.
2905 or 753-7536
Special
2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
$100 Deposit
for 5450/ month. Has all
1BR From $280
appliances plus full size_
2BR From $325
washer & dryer. Freshly
Call Today!
painted, carpet cleaned
753-B668.
and fully spring cleaned.
Good parking. Call Lynda SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
at Grey's Properties,
for 1br & 2Br apartments.
759-2001.
2BR, 2 bath. Brick Duplex. Apply at 906 Broad St. Ext.
Central gas heat/ air. $450 EHO.
UNIVERSITY
Heights
plus deposit. Call
Apts. has openings for 2br
753-7455- Days.
rental assisted apts. These
Nights- 753-1623.
dis2BR, central gas h/a, appli- apts. are for families,
citizens &
ances furnished. $300/mo. abled, senior
handicapped, wheelchair
Coleman RE,
accessible. For more info
753-9898.
call 270-759-2282. Mon,
2BR, Duplex. 1909-B
Wed & Thurs. gam-5pm.
Westwood Dr. Lease, no
1734 Campbell St. For
pets. Deposit. 753-8002.
hearing impaired only call
2I3R, Refrigerator & stove 1-800-247-2510.
Equal
furnished. No pets. Call Housing Opportunity.
753-1790.
VERY Nice 2br duplex.
3BR. apt. Stove & refriger- C/H/A, appliances furnish.
ator. 1 yr. lease. Located W/D hook up, yard mainte703 S. 4th St. ,Murray. Call nance included. No pets.
436-2935.
Call 270-926-4427..
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Available now. Coleman Townhouse, appliances
RE. 759-4118
furnished with w/d, central
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath. gas h/a, $500, 1month
18021/2 B Monroe Ave. deposit, 1yr lease. No pets.
$375. deposit. 12 month 753-2905.
lease. No pets! 753-8002. VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
EXTRA nice 1Br. 1 bath. duplex w/carport, appli'central
H/A-, appli- arkei furnished, central
ances furnished with W/D. gas h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo,
1 year tease, 1 month deposit. No pets. 753deposit, no pets. 753-2905. 2905.

1505
)
Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

Office Space

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

n

i

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

fint.fj )5 and Limousine abP4;,5111
"'"‘r. 411TMG111
. ...Over 25 Years In Business

are

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242
642-5300

Iti,tired

Weddings, Proms
and Banquets.

n at

:KY 42071

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

?(LI
103 S.
3rd St.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
370

HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix. 270-345-2800

kkke

FEMALE Bassett Hound. 3
years old. Friendly &
healthy. $50. 759-0405.

12.6 Acres, woods, creek,
very private building sites.
$17,500 terms. 753-4984.

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

UNDER Construction
3br, 2 full bath 212 car
garage 3/4 acre corner lot.
901-247-5648

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
32.56 Acres. 10 minutes 2 bath, brick Double lot,
from city. Woods, pasture.
town's edge.
creek. $49,950. Terms.
Easy financing
753-9302.
753-4109/ 759-8093.
460
A HOME OF YOUR OWN.
If your tired of paying rent,
Homes For Sale
checkout this neat 2Br_ ,
1 bath home with many
2210 GATESBOROUGH
2400sq. ft. under roof, 3br,
updates including new
root Priced under
2 bath, living, dining, &
family room with fireplace
$30,000. Contact
insert. Large kitchen, sunKopperud Realty.
(across from Dwain
room, patio, 2 car garage 753-1222. MLS #3001749.
Taylor Chevrolet
and storage shed. New fur- BRICK On 1 15 acres.
roof, kitchen and 2800f1 in house 672ft in
931-829-2972 nace,
bathroom counters; new garage. Lynn Grove area.
stove and dishwasher. Lot $69,500. 435-4139.
offers privacy and shade
Readstate
treei! Ready to move In.
-tripin
Irc„-x.AI
-ft)v,g,,Li.
Price Reduced $103,500.
7.4 WOODED Acres. 1
Shown by appointment.
mile from Paris Landing
Please phone 753-0323.
State Park. Off HWY 79 on
Eagle Creek Road. No
restrictions. $14,500 or
trade for anything
YOU SHOW US:
753-7668- Days.
•Average credit (not perfect)
753-4919- Nights.
•Steady income history*

Horse equipment,
name
brands,
saddles to brushes, factory &
store buyouts.
October 21st
6:00 p.m.
Racer Inn
U.S. Hwy.641 S.

Global Mortgage Link

1

1113311Lake Property

2 LAKE Front houses in
Panorama Shores. 1125 &
.1830 Sq. Ft. 436-5229.
440
Lots For Side

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30

yr.

fixed

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett

753-7407
1/2 acre shady lot, has
well,
septic,
electric
hookup. Call after 5PM
462-8066
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.

HOUSE FOR SALE
REDUCED - ESTATE SALE $57,500

Farms For Sale
110 ACRE Farm for sale.
70 acre tillable Rest
woods & small lake
489-2036

Pets & Suppfurs
BEAUTIFUL Full blooded
Chow puppies. Variety of
color. 4 male, 4 female,
$50 436-2590.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.

11 TRACTS OF LAND
FOR sale by owner 1665
7-12 Acres per tract Calloway Ave Less than 2
Property located off of Hwy blocks off MSU campus
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old Brick veneer covered carShiloh Rd, Redbud Lane & port. Owner built Approx.
proposed new Hwy 80 For 2000sq ft 2Br 1 1/2 bath,
more information please Ig paneled den. Newly
view properly, review post- repainted inside & out Call
753-6098
ed data, then please call
270-441-2253.
MUST See builder/ owner
42 ACRES. mobile home, New 4br, 2 bath, high vault10 stall horse barn
ed LR. W/ skylights, large
Excellent building
M/ Bed & bath. W/ 2 persites $95,000
son whirlpool. 2 car
270-474-2761(h)
garage. Attic storage,
270-742-9736(p)
patio, city water, gas &
5-275 acres. Coldwater cable. On 1 acre lot
area. Owner financing_ $132,500.
753-1245.
489-2116 or 753-1300

Livestock & Supplies

DUPLEX at 113 South 13th
St. 270-753-6001.

Three bedroom on Woodlawn Avenue
has a den that overlooks a beautiful
quiet backyard. 13.5' x 27' living/dining room has built-in cabinetry. This
older home just needs your special
touch.
Call 437-4987

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

A

AUCTION
Thursday, October 21 • 5:00 p.m.
Beautiful and Historic Hazel, KY
201 Barnett Street
From US Hwy. 641 South turn East between Dees Bank
and Miller Funeral Home. Proceed east on Barnett
Street two blocks to sale site.

trti.f

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes• Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
Phone (502)759-4734

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
I Commercial Waste
"T7r
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
7:00-4:00
(502) 759-1351

1-800-585"6033

A.VC1)/V-

MPACT
PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Hwy.641 S.• 759-5107

Beauty Products_aild Merchandise
TO BUY OR SELL AVON CONTACT:

Free
Financing

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.

You are responsible for the deductibies that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.

304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502 753-1300

Alignment & Complete Brak)
e
Service, Struts and Shocks etc

Ffrte Furnishings at 'Eteryda.%" DISCOlInt PrIev,
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Resionic -Basset•Kesler

119 Main • 753-6266

-MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

A Rentals begin at $29.99
.A Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear,
A Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
-A Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party

Ed's Wheel Alignment
ent Plan

STORAGE

Does Your Policy Pay 1007(
of the Deductibles?

SERVICES AVAILABLE

David Borders

1,1

(IP

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

Formal Wear

e.q

1-800-909-9064
Crass)

EASTSIDE

Homes For Sete

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

Wiggins Furniture
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

2BR. house on Kirksey
Hwy. References, no pets
in house. Call Joyce underwood 898-2340
3BR, 11/2 bath Brick home
C/H/A. No pets. 1yr lease
31/2 miles East of Murray.
$475/ month plus deposit
753-3787
3BR, 11/2 bath. Cute
brick house with garage.
Nice area in town. C/H/A,
appliances, hardwood
floors. $6951 month.
Lease, deposit. 559-2842
or 753-8734.
NICE 3br house in country.
$500. plus deposit. Call
after 6p.m. 753-7845.

460
Acreage

Dial-A-Service
DIAL - 753-1916

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

urance,

CLASSIFIED

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

OFFICE Space for rent
113 South 13th. St.
753-6001.

15 Minutes From Murray AKC Coder Spaniel -2
Hardin area 1- 2br 5350/ rlonths old Black, female
month 270-928-4034
270-345-2154
2BR, 1 bath, stove & refrig- AKC Dachshund Pups
erator furnished W/D hook 270-247-5119
up Gas heat, 1 month
AKC
AKITA
puppies
deposit No pets 753White $600 Pinto $300
2905
382-2331.
2BR. 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
753-4444

oinsnertial Prop.
For Sale

1BR like new, dishwasher
w/d,
available
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118.

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

1121

For Rent

Sun. 10 a.m. Spiritual Training Classes
11 a.m. Celebration Service
Wed. 7 p.m. Prayer ct,: Praise

Carol Block, Ind. Sls. Rep.
270-753-4668 or 436-2421

'
'Or

s • t.
•
•
•
. • . •
‘0 .a.

This is a comfortable 3 bedroom with dining room, living room
and kitchen. This well built brick has hardwood floors, natural
wood trim and charming features throughout. There is a carport, very nice deck off the back porch and a storage shed in the
back lawn. This home is move in ready with storm windows and
doors and all city utilities. The location is in a quiet neighborhood and across the street from the city park. Shown by appointment. In addition to the real estate many household items and
fine antiques will be included.
Household and Antiques; Original oak roll top desk, southwestern stoneware, red handled kitchen utensils, Coca-Cola
items, signs, trays, bottles and carriers, brass lamps, tied rugs,
wrought iron patio furniture, wooden jewelry case, childs trunk,
books, iron bed, wooden rocking chairs, chifferobe, dresser, small
display shou..case, walnut drop front bookcase desk, antique and
unusual oak kitchen cabinets, old pine glass front cabinet, school
desk, poplar wood desk. beveled oak mirror, antique oval picture
frame, quilts, linens, Jim Dandy churn, green & pink depression
glass, Victorian iron hall tree, several pieces of blue iron stone,
granite ware, Aunt Jemima cookie jar, cranberry glassware, salt
crock, sewing rocker, wicker pieces, old wooden doll house, wooden spice 'cabinet, 2 china tea sets, wooden dough tray, Kimbal
electric organ, wringer washing machine, breakfast set,
mahogany dresser, walnut chest, old bar stools, 3 old tool boxes.
Aopliances: dishwasher, GE refrigerator, Tappan range,
grill. All this plus many, many more
Whirlpool dishwasher,
items for the home.
Terms on Personal Property: Complete Settlement on Day
of Sale.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% Down Day of Sale. Balance
Within 30 Days Upon Delivery of Deed.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound ofSelling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
Not responalble for accidents Announcements day of Kale take precedence over all
printed meenal

-
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630
Services Onarad

For Safe
3BR, 21/2 Bath with 3 ca
garage, All amenities
stairs to upper level expan
sion room Would make a
great place for teenagers
Call 753-3903

1985 200 Yamaha
1- wheeler Newly rebuilt
motor, new tires Racks
on front & back
Excellent condition
$1250 436-2867
1996 WARRIOR$2850 753-2905

MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1999

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

350

BLACK
Jeep
1990
Wrangler. 5spd with air.
49,xxx miles. Hard, rag &
tops
bikini
available
$9500. firm. 759-1854
1992 JEEP Comanche.
79,xxx miles. Nice, $5300.
753-4893 after 5p m.

R-1 ft TREE SERUICEStump
Removal
Landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch spreading
Hedge
trimming
Leaf
Racking, Gutter Cleaning
Full Line Of Equipment
Licensed & Insured Free
Estimates
PAUL LAMB
270-436-2269,
1-800-821-6907
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing,
garages, pole barns, carports. Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs. Quality workman-'
ship Licensed 753-7860
753-9308.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling. repairs, sidewalks,
etc No Job too small
492-6267

Used Cars
AFFORDABLE all around
1988 DODGE Diploma
hauling, tree work, gutter
SE All power, good reli
cleaning, cleaning out
able transportation $2450
sheds, & Junk clean-up.
obo 753-7668- Days
436-2867
753-4919 Nights
All
Carpentry,
ALL
1991 PLYMOUTH Grand Electrical. Home building.
Voyager. Excellent condi- additions,
remodeling,
tion. S4700753-9371
porches, decks. Rotten
1991 Whit r l'oydta- Cellca toOrs. •sagging
roofs.
convertible. Black cloth Home & Mobile repair,
top. 145,6xx miles. Alpine vinyl siding. References.
alarm system. 1 owner. Licensed & insured. Call
Call 753-3865 or
Larry Nimmo. Day- 753759-3989.
9372. Night- 753-0353.
1992 Chrysler New York‘er Accept Visa or Mastercard.
5th Ave. Loaded, in mint
Including
ANTENNAS
condition. 1 Owner
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
59,xxx miles. $6900.00
amplifiers, and accesCall after 5. 753-7930.
sories.
199114issatilVTaxima:5-SO. Dish Network & Direct TV
fully loaded with CD. Grey Satellite Systems. Sales.
with leather. 143,000 miles. Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
Call 753-4521 ask for Jim.
8 Satellite,
1993 TAURUS LX. 84,xxx
miles. Loaded, leave mes- 500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
sage 753-2479
1996 CAMARO All
power, leather, 1-Tops
New tires, Bose CD
stereo 270-354-6216
Leave message
FOR Sale or Trade for pick
up 1984 Ford Crown
Victoria. 60,xxx actual
miles Wayne Wilson 7535086.
MUST Selll 1996 Honda
Accord LX Dark green
asking $14,700
270-210-8535
_

1992 Ford Aerostar Van
Eddie Bauer Ed. 99,xxx
miles, excellent condition
$5,500, 759-4979 days
753-9382 evenings

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling• Repairs.
Custom Cabinets•
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.

CLASSIFIED

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CLOSETS.
CUSTOM
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery
270-753-4499
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Completely
Insured,
Mobile Phone 502-759
4734,
ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insure°
753-0834
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839
Highest
GUTTERS.
Quality
Seamless
Aluminum Gutters, gutter
supplies and shutters
Variety of colors Free estimates Call West KY
Seamless Gutters. 7530278.
HANDYWORK/ odd Jobs
.wanted No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting. 753-2592.
HAVE you or your family
been in the hospital within
the past 24 months? Did
your insurance company
leave you in debt to the
hospital? We can assist.
(270)435-4645.
IF you are moving to
a new location & need
professional, reliable
movers. Free estimates
Call Brian Driscoll at
270-623-6092 or
210-6987.
Free Estimates
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555

c---- --tamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED a INSURED

1979 BRONCO 4 speed
351M Asking $1700
489-2649

Free Estimates
24 /r-Senaf:e
He6ge Trin)
e & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
Pita I Lo m I)

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

Campers

Garages. Room Editions, Roofing
Siding. Wood Decks & More

1972 65 H.P Johnson with
controls_ $800 00
Two back to back fold
down seats for runabout.
Gold $100.00 Good condition
181977 Mark Twain
inboard 165 H P. 6 cyl w/
top double axle trailer.
$2475
Very nice 28" Harris Float
boat 1977 all new floor
furniture top, covers curtains 4 cyl Chev Inboard
gnIl radio. $4500 00
270-4369-2116
1998 AST-R0 20tt Bass
Boat with trailer Merc 200
EFI Jack Plate, hot foot.
hyd steering Like new'
$19.500. Pnce flexib1e, low
hours Must sell
759-4492, 753-7710.
CAMO boat & trailer 14ft
$350 492-8266

• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
• Seeding • New Yard Preparation
• • Power Overseeding

- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(270)
759-1591

Nai4A.4

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates
489-6125

s49.95
18" Satellite
Systems
Dish Network
OR
DirecTV

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d• fi
,
DIRECTV

Free Self Install kits

wwvv.vvoodsatellite.com

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

HOW TO REACH US...
BY FAX
Send us your fax anytime and
tell us how we can help you!

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT paving new or
repair. Also rock hauling of
all types 759-1039
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations. etc 436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. Tracy
Manning. 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
LAWNCARE
AND
LEAF REMOVAL
Mowing ,gutter cleaning,
hedge tnmming. Odd jobs.
Free estimates
Call (270)767-0182
or
cell (270) 210-6960.
LEAF pickup and removal.
Free estimates.
Phone 759-8606-leave
message or
210-1270
J. W. Thomason
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed.
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
ROOF LEAKING?
professional.
a
Call
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial. 270-435-4645.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal_ Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing,
room additions, plumbing
repairs, and electrical
repairs. Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed!
759-9414.

ed
kosuf

DAVID HOWARD

(270) 251-3128

Auto Loans
11-4
LINCOLN

tti. Highway
45 South

41110, MERCURY
Mayfield
247-9300
I-800-874-0256
Kentucky

Wheeler McClain Ford can
arrange financing if you
have been turned down
before Loans available for
slow pay, repo's or bankCall Kenny at
ruptcy No processing fees
f sery vehicle warranted' (270) 247-9300 or 18001 874-0256

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or(2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Chrysler invented the
Minivan!
Pt Pt
Chrysler, Plymouth,
Dodge,Jeep in Paris,
West Tennessee brings
you the best selection of
vans at the best price!!
Over 100 New 2000 Models Available

2000 Dodge Caravan
Stock # 00173

Auto, A/C, PS/PB, AM/FM
Cassette, Dual Sliding Doors,
Cargo Net,
7 Passenger Cloth Seats

Was '19,870

'17,995*

Now

2000 Plymouth
Voyager
Stock # 00143

WILL Pick Up Leavesr
Call 753-2206

753-1927
General Information & Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

LVDC" ,ER 8r TIMES
1001 Whittle!' Ave.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

1990 CHEVY LWB. 2wd,
350. Maroon, 90,xxx miles.
condition.
Very
good
$8200.
1981 Yamaha 185 Exciter.
11,000 miles. Excellent
condition, great starter
bike. Leave message
498-8344 or 759-1559.
1995 DODGE Ram Sport,
red. 360 engine 70,xxx
miles. Loaded. $12,500.
obo. 436-2039.

Boats 8 Motors

LEAF REMOVAL

r`grmftw•nd

FREE: To a good home.
21/2 year old Cocker
Spaniel with papers. For
more information call Lori
753-4359 or 753-0300.

HOROSCOPES

1989 Chevrolet pickup.
step side. choo-choo conversion, great condition
(270) 753-0864
1989 DODGE Ram pick
up. 318 engine. PS, PB,
air. Good condition $3500
See at 1104 South 16th St.
or call 753-8124.

70 Model 24ft Camper.
Heat, A/C, refrigerator.
stove. ovren, full bath.
Sleeps 5 comfortably.
Great condition. $1800.
firm 759-0250.

J&D Lawncare
and
Landscaping

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesk,. Oct
19. 1999.
Be aware of where you are going and
what you need. You might encounter
challenges on your way, but as a result.
you'll only gain strength. Others want to
be more a pan of your life -even those
who are hard on you. Finances need constant tending; they could easily get out of
hand. You might actually be tempted to
take an unusual nsk. If you are single,
relationships could be iffy until spring,
when someone most exciting comes into
your life. You could have a whirlwind
romance before you know it.
ARIES (March 2 I -April 19
*** Plans quickly run amok, as misunderstandings run riot. What you
thought with z. sure thing now becomes
problematic. Money agreements might
require further negotiation, both sides
need to toe the line
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 201
** You could spend a good part of your
day shaking your head and feeling misunderstood. Others question your ideas
and decisions. You might be making a
bigger deal out of a problem than need
be. Take a walk at lunch or nibble on a
favorite snack to chill out
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Take an overview, turn chaos to
your favor. When everyone else is scattenng and trying to regroup. you can rush
in and make sense for others. You have
the choice to look at the cup as half-full.
rather than half-empty. Tonight- Once
again, you pull a rabbit out of a hat'
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
** Buckle down: refuse to be intimidated by another's imtation or point of
view A lot goes on around you. A fnend
might disappoint you A child amuses
you to no end with his unusual ideas and
solutions Perhaps you need to return to a
more childlike mind-set Tonight: Let
another bloss off steam.
I .F(1 (July 23-Aug 22)
* * Unexpected developments shed a
new light on a difficult situation Keep
on trucking. as they say' Stay aware, in
conversations. Know what you want
from others Confusion runs amok, gather feedback and put plans together again.
Tonight Say yes to a partner's plans
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** You could easily be frayed by recent

pressures and decide to go in another
direction. Somehow, you gain a perspective, despite a problem that's pulling you
away from the situation at hand. You feel
undone by what is happening, and you
need time to regroup. Tonight: Whatever
will soothe your nerves.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Use care when dealing with a
partner. You might not he hearing the
whole story. Others could be a bit
uptight, as you find out by falling into a
hornet's nest. Defer judgment until you
figure out what needs to happen here.
Money issues surface. Tonight: Don't
spend to escape.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Pressure is intense. Others easily
misunderstand your intentions. Family
matters sizzle: problems build. Step
away, rather than getting embroiled in
even worse messes. Your sense of humor
goes a long way. Tonight: Race home,
lock your doors, screen calls and escape
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You are sure that another is out
of control and is saying things he would
normally regret. The problem is, you are
too bogged down and tired to provide
any constructive influence to the situation Think through your options carefully, then sleep on it. This, too, will pass.
Tonight Join friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Curb any unnecessary cash expenditures. as you could presently be an
emotional spender Attempt to gain control. Listen to a fnend. but be aware that
he isn't always grounded. either A child
or loved one acts up. Take a deep breath
and consider alternatives. Tonight Pay
bills.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
*** Though you're normally gregarious. personal matters seem to weigh on
you nght now. You are tired and need to
take a break from the gnnd. A boss isn't
sending clear signals You need to understand what is happening. but unfortunately you might not possess all the information until later. Tonight: Do for yourself!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could easily spend a large
part of the day shaking your head.
Realize your limits and what is necessary Build on existing security. but also
he prepared to change your plans or
approach if necessary Take some time to
yourself to think and regroup

DC,
V-61 Auto, A/C,P/W,
Dual Sliding Doors,
AM/FM Cassette, 7 Passenger
Cloth Seating

2000 Plymouth
Grand Voyager SE
Stock # 00186

3.3L V-6, Auto, A/C, P/VV,
P/L, TIC, Rear A/C, Suncreen
Glass, Trip Computer,
Roof Rack

Was '25,685
Now

'22,998*

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

41b.
IIK1N1 It
Plymouth
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